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中 文 摘 要 ： 本計畫研究臺灣製藥產業的傳承與創新。臺灣的製藥產業源
於 1930 年代，迄今為止，臺灣的製藥業仍多以家族經營的中
小企業、且以銷售國內市場為主的型態。但另方面，從 1990
年代開始出現的生技製藥業，則以歸國科學家的創業及國際
連結為主，它們與傳統製藥業有極大差別，不論資金來源、
知識類型、市場型態、和國家支持程度，都屬於兩個不同的
世界。本研究以企業史的觀點，探討臺灣製藥業發展的歷程
中，其知識和技術如何學習？第一代家長如何培育第二代，
而第二代又如何接掌企業，甚至持續進行企業擴張，其決策
和能力的培育機制為何？為何這些製藥業家族不能或不願跨
足生技製藥業？進一步，本研究也將探討生技製藥業的創新
網絡，包括創業者、資金來源、與研發機構和國際大藥廠之
間的關係，並與傳統製藥業做對照。本研究將選擇傳統製藥
業兩家和生技製藥業兩家作為個案來研究，並凸顯之間的差
異，並進一步探討其創新的不同類型。
中文關鍵詞： 臺灣製藥業、生技產業、創新、中小企業、企業史
英 文 摘 要 ： The purpose of this research project is to study the
development of Taiwan＇s pharmaceutical industry.
Taiwan＇s pharmaceutical industry started in the
1930s, most of the firms up till now are family owned
and domestic market oriented. But on the other hand,
there has been a new development in the biopharmaceutical sector in which most of the firms were
created by returned scientists, they have frontier
knowledge, targeted at international market and
gained resources from venture capital, and most of
all, the support from the state. The two sectors of
the pharmaceutical industry belong to separated
worlds. This study will adopt the business history
approach to study the development of Taiwan＇s
pharmaceutical industry, by asking the following
questions: where did the knowledge come from? How had
the founder educated the second generation to take
over the enterprise? How has the second generation
kept running the enterprise without losing its
competitiveness? Why have those pharmaceutical firms
had not engaged into the biotech sector? Moreover,
this study will investigate those newly formed biopharmaceutical firms＇ technological networks,
financial resources, their relationship with global

Pharmas in order to compare with those traditional
family-owned firms. This research will select at
least two firms for depth case study in order to show
the similarities and differences between the two
sectors of Taiwan＇s pharmaceutical industry.
英文關鍵詞：

Taiwan＇s pharmaceutical industry, Bio-pharmaceutical
industry, Innovation, Small and Medium Enterprises,
Business history
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Introduction
The developmental state thesis has been widely regarded as the major paradigm for
explaining the rapid growth of the East Asian economies (Amsden 1985; Evans 1995;
Haggard 1990; Wade 1990; Weiss and Hobson 1995; Woo-Cumings 1999). Based on
Gerschenkron’s theory of the advantage of relative backwardness, this thesis argues
that, in order to rapidly catch up with the developed economies, the states in late
industrializing countries have to facilitate industrialization by either nurturing a small
number of domestic firms to compete in the world market or by attracting huge
numbers of foreign firms into the domestic market to diffuse technologies to local
firms. Although this ‘developmental state’ thesis has successfully explained the rise
of several East Asian economies, it has nevertheless encountered two major
challenges in explaining the transformation of these economies. The first challenge
comes from the political democratization process; this has brought interest groups into
the political arena that have largely reduced the discretionary power of state
bureaucrats. The second challenge comes from the nature of the innovation-based
economy in which state bureaucrats may not have sufficient frontier knowledge in
making adequate decisions to lead the economy. Thus the developmental state model
may be useful in explaining an economy that is based on imitation for catching up,
but it may not be very fruitful in accounting for the process of economic transition
towards highly uncertain, front-edge and innovative industries (cf. Breznitz 2007;
Wang 2007; Wang, Chen, and Tsai 2012; Wong 2004, 2005).
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This chapter discusses the transformation of the Taiwanese state in promoting the
development of the biotechnology industry in general and the biopharmaceutical
industry in particular. Biotechnology has recently been recognized as one of the most
dynamic engines that can drive the world economy towards a new stage. Being
representative of the knowledge-based economy, biotechnology has also become one
of the pillar industries that both the developed and developing countries are pursuing
to advance their economic growth. Among the many different sectors in
biotechnology, the biopharmaceutical industry is regarded as the most valuable
industry in that it can generate most of the added value created in
biotechnology-related industries. The typical features of this biopharmaceutical
industry are its high risk, high input, and high return. The sheer dream of generating
high returns has itself attracted many midlevel developed countries to follow in the
steps of advanced economies to develop the biopharmaceutical industry in order to
escape from the painstaking, low-profit-margin path of development that has
characterized the manufacturing sector. Taiwan is no exception.

Having been influenced by the global tendency to promote biotechnology, the
Taiwanese state also began to regard biotechnology as one of its pillar industries in
the early 1980s. Nevertheless, despite the state’s involvement in promoting this
industry, it achieved only a very small degree of success before the new millennium.
It was only from the mid-1990s, when the state passed the law for the Promotion
Programme for Biotechnology, known simply as the Biotech Action Plan (1995), that
5

the state’s determination was felt and the biotechnology industry began to take off.
Currently many new science-based firms have been created and a number of new
drugs are undergoing clinical trials and in the process of receiving US patents (Chen
2007). Although this achievement is not as dazzling as that of the semiconductor
industry, which the state has been promoting since the 1980s (Mathews and Cho
2000), it still indicates that the state has moved ahead in transforming itself to be able
to engage in this highly uncertain and innovative industry as compared with the case
in the 1980s.

This chapter argues that there are two major factors which simultaneously contributed
to the state’s failure and moderate success in helping give birth to the
biopharmaceutical industry. The first was the industrial structure of the global
pharmaceutical industry. In the past, the pharmaceutical companies had to engage in
all stages of new drug development, namely the basic research and development
(R&D), preclinical and clinical trials and marketing stages. Nevertheless, this
vertically integrated process has, since the 1990s, been dramatically diversified into
different segments, whereby many parts of the process can be outsourced. It is against
this backdrop that Taiwan, India and China, among others, took advantage of the
opportunity to engage in the biopharmaceutical industry in order to upgrade their
economies. The second factor that affected the state’s effectiveness in developing the
biopharmaceutical industry was the way in which the state intervened. Since
innovation-based industries were full of uncertainty and there was none from which
they could learn, state bureaucrats did not have enough information and knowledge to
6

help these industries develop. They either tended to use a model similar to one they
were familiar with or adapted to the new environment by learning from networking
with scientists and related stakeholders. In this way, the state learned to become a
platform or node embedded in the global-local networks that link possible actors
together to generate possible approaches, which however, they may not be certain will
result in successful development. The state in this sense clearly cannot be the leader
but must become an enabler of the development of the innovation-based industries.

I argue that the state’s failure in developing the biopharmaceutical industry in the
former stage was due to the inadequacy of the Taiwanese state in terms of its ability
to engage in this highly innovative industry by means of a top-down state leadership
approach as well as the inability of Taiwanese firms to engage in this highly
concentrated industry dominated by a few very large vertically integrated firms. At
present, the Taiwanese state has been able to learn to take advantage of the window of
opportunity through the opening of the global value chain by the global
biopharmaceutical industry and by transforming itself into a platform builder,
although in an incremental manner, which links various actors together to foster the
emergence of the industry. This type of state
has fewer ingredients of state leadership in public–private networking, and
places more emphasis on the importance of letting the market actors
coordinate themselves. Thus, the state is still developmental in that it sets the
development project as its policy priority and sets up a platform for interaction,
but it then becomes a facilitator rather than an industrial leader. (Wang, Chen
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and Tsai 2012, 485)
Nevertheless, I argue that the state’s transformation has largely been pushed by the
Taiwanese scientists’ global networks rather than by the state bureaucrats’ farsighted
planning. State bureaucrats have had to make choices in order to upgrade the
economy. On this occasion, they depended on the scientific community to help to
formulate the policies that, in turn, have enhanced the elements that are favourable to
the development of this innovation-based industry.

Latecomers, Innovation and the State
Although the Gerschenkron version of the developmental state has its shortcomings in
terms of accounting for the state’s role in fostering the economic transitioning
towards innovation-based industries, as discussed above, the postdevelopmental
statist theories nevertheless provide more fruitful clues to study the transition. The
postdevelopmental state theorists argue that the state’s ability to lead the economy is
not based on its authoritarian leadership but rather on its networking power.
According to this approach, the state’s capability is based on its embeddedness in
society rather than on policies implemented from above. State bureaucrats implement
economic policies through social and policy networks that motivate the involvement
of private capital, but they still retain some degree of autonomy in terms of the final
decision making. The state’s leadership is thus based on building network
relationships with businesses that have a feedback loop, so that policies can be
discussed and transmitted beforehand. The state is insulated but not isolated from the
society (Weiss and Hobson 1995).
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This postdevelopmental statist approach goes beyond the state-society dichotomy and
looks into the detailed mechanisms through which state bureaucrats interact with
social groups and embed themselves in the society through which they bring about
successful industrialization. Nevertheless, the postdevelopmental statist approach has
not yet provided a persuasive case that can successfully show how a developmental
state can lead its economy in the direction of innovation-based industries through the
mechanism of ‘embeddedness’. For example, Tsui-Auch (2004) in a recent article,
shows that although the Singaporean state still retained its autonomy and a coherent
pilot agency in leading the development of biotechnology through the mechanisms of
networking and austere steering, the results show only a very limited degree of
success. The author argues that because the state wants to exhibit outstanding
performance in the short term in order to justify its policymaking, the nearsighted
bureaucratic requirements have thus severely contradicted the long-term and uncertain
nature of the development of biotechnology. Through this case study, Tsui-Auch
clearly argues that a coherent pilot agency with strong steering power in coordinating
global-local networks is not a necessary condition for developing an innovative
industry.

As another example, Ó Riain’s (2000) study on the Irish state in leading its economy
towards the development of its information technology (IT) industry shows that a
flexible developmental state is needed. This new type of developmental state is
different from the bureaucratic developmental state in that it is flexible and embedded
9

in multiple levels of professional-led networks that, as a consequence, have brought
about the development of an indigenous industry (Ó Riain 2000, 186). However, in
general, what Ó Riain’s flexible developmental state thesis has shown is that the Irish
state has been successful in developing the IT industry by enabling it to become fully
integrated into the global production networks. He has shown little in terms of the
issues to do with how the developmental state utilizes global-local networking to steer
the Irish IT industry in the direction of innovation.

In order to develop innovation-based industries, the state has to be more of an enabler
and a supporter than a leader. State agencies should act as flexible facilitating agents
and should motivate private agents as much as possible to develop broadly defined
and open-ended collaborations that facilitate knowledge flows. In this way they can
induce the formation of multiplexed networks among the domestic and international
financial and production networks and thereby build up innovation-based industries
(Breznitz 2007, 29–31). This type of state can be referred to as a networking or a
platform state, which is not very different from the neodevelopmental statist thesis.
The development of this platform state is based on an evolutionary process that
involves learning and the restructuring of power; because the state has no source from
which to learn, it has to adapt to a new environment through trial and error. As
Breznitz (2007, 31) contends,
at first, the network is hierarchical, but in the course of co-evolution I expect
to find the network becoming denser and more heterarchial … with the state
moving from a position of controlling the network to a position of … an
10

important node within a bigger and much more multiplex, larger, and diffused
network.

In sum, the state can no longer be the leader in the developing innovation-based
industries because it does not have frontier knowledge. Neither can the state pick the
winners within the industries to develop because there are no winners to pick from.
The state’s role now is to become a facilitator that can make it possible for
information to flow on behalf of the stakeholders so as to create possible knowledge
innovations, although such innovations cannot be guaranteed. In order to facilitate
knowledge creation, the state must establish favourable institutional frameworks for
the building of dense networks that promote the flow of information and learning. The
state must now establish an innovation milieu that can induce R&D institutes to work
with firms, facilitate venture capital to support innovative firms and improve
conditions for firms to become linked to global innovation networks. The typical
feature of an innovation-based industry is its high degree of uncertainty, as is the
state’s choice in launching a new innovation-based industry. The state’s
transformation in creating an innovation-based industry involves a process of
uncertainty that can depend only on building global-local scientific networks.

The Transformation of the Global Biopharmaceutical Industry
The process of developing a new drug, from its discovery to FDA approval and to
marketing, is a long process which involves basic scientific research in the initial
stage, clinical trials in the middle stage and marketing in the final stage. All these
11

need strong capability in basic scientific research and global marketing strength, and
few firms in East Asian countries, even Japanese firms, are able to establish a strong
foothold in this area. In 2005, the 10 largest pharmaceutical firms generated net
profits ranging from US$3.6 billion to as much as US$10.4 billion. The most
profitable pill, Lipitor, a cholesterol-reducing product of Pfizer, had sales of US$12.1
billion in 2005 alone (DCB 2006, 181). It is because of expectations of high profits
like these that many countries dream of entering this industry in order to upgrade their
economies.

In the past, pharmaceutical companies adopted the full vertical integration approach
in developing new drugs. Since the whole process can take about 12 to 15 years to
complete and the total cost may amount to as much as US$800 million, very few
companies in developing countries have the financial ability to enter the new drug
exploration game. As a result, the world market has been dominated by a very small
number of U.S. and European firms. Nevertheless, the molecular revolution since the
1980s has dramatically changed the process of developing new drugs (Comanor 2007;
Dosi and Mazzucato 2006; Pisano 2006). During the past three decades, there has
been a marked shift from the trial-and-error approach to drug discovery to one that
attempts to use a scientific understanding of the biology of a particular disease to find
the drugs for it (Nightingale and Mahdi 2006, 74–75; Comanor 2007, 55–58). This
revolution in terms of the drug discovery process, plus institutional innovation in the
United States, has dramatically changed the way in which the pharmaceutical industry
is organized.
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In the 1980s, a series of laws were passed in the United States to support scientists
and universities to collaborate more closely with private firms, including the
Bayh-Dole Act (1980), the Steveson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act (1982) and
the National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act (1989). As a consequence,
many scientists became scientist-entrepreneurs and established new firms to engage
solely in R&D as well as to sell their research results to big pharmaceutical firms
before clinical trials were performed (Dosi and Mazzucato 2006; Pisano 2006). On
the other hand, owing to the increasing cost involved in R&D, large pharmaceutical
companies had the incentive to outsource this function to the emerging scientific
research firms. A vertically disintegrated industrial structure was therefore created. As
a result, these science venture firms have now become integrated into the commodity
chain controlled by the big firms and they function like R&D departments of these
firms (Nightingale and Mahdi 2006, 76).

The pace of outsourcing by the big pharmaceutical firms has been increasing rapidly
in recent years owing to the sky-high cost of R&D. Now these big firms have the
incentive to outsource their R&D activities to firms outside of the United States, such
as those in Israel, Ireland, India, China, Korea and Taiwan. It has been estimated that
outsourcing to these countries has been able to reduce R&D costs by 50% to 80%
(DCB 2007, 67). This transformation of the global pharmaceutical industry has
created a window of opportunity for the late-industrializing countries to enter this new
science-based industrial arena.
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The Top-Down State-Led Approach That Failed in the 1980s
Taiwan began to promote the development of biotechnology in the early 1980s, but it
achieved only a very small measure of success. Although many pharmaceutical-brand
multinational corporations (MNCs) had established branches in Taiwan before the
1980s, they had rarely diffused knowledge to local firms and local firms acquired
their knowledge mainly through reverse engineering instead of through licensing from
the MNCs. Therefore local pharmaceutical firms mainly produced generic or
traditional Chinese herbal drugs for the domestic market.

Influenced by the global tendency to promote biotechnology, the Taiwan state also
began to regard biotechnology as one of its pillar industries in the 1980s. In 1982,
biotechnology was identified by the Council for Economic Planning and
Development (CEPD) and the Executive Yuan’s Science and Technology
Development Plan to be one of eight key technologies that would be developed. There
were two major reasons behind this decision. The first was the competitive pressure
from the nearby countries, as evidenced by the Singaporean and South Korean
governments’ ambitious plans to develop their biotechnology industries. The second
reason was that the state wanted to use this opportunity to upgrade the technological
level of the domestic pharmaceutical firms. The state wanted to lead the development
of the biopharmaceutical industry by using the mechanisms that were similar to those
that promoted the semiconductor industry.
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Since biotechnology was an industry that involved intensive R&D activities, the
National Science Council was given major responsibility for promoting and
coordinating the industry’s development, including recruiting scientists from abroad
and screening technologies that could be imported and disseminated to local firms.
The Development Centre for Biotechnology (DCB) was founded in 1984 and was
designed to copy the successful model of the Industrial Technology Research Institute
(ITRI, which was founded in 1974) so as to link the upstream R&D functions with the
local downstream manufacturing firms. The state during this period set up two
state-owned firms to produce hepatitis B and C vaccines, intending to acquire and
accumulate related knowledge through this project.

As in the case of other frontier technologies, the major research funding for
biotechnology mainly came from the state. Nevertheless, this research funding was
very limited compared with that for the semiconductor industry. According to official
statistics, the state’s budget to support the development of biotechnology in the first
decade (1982–1991) following the launch of the project increased from NT$106
million to NT$2.77 billion, whereas the number of staff members working on this
project also increased from 223 to 1,551. However, in relative terms, these figures
were very small, even smaller than those for a medium-sized pharmaceutical firm in
the international market. In contrast, the state devoted much more resources to the IT
industry during the same period. The funding for IT increased from NT$1.42 billion
to NT$14.6 billion, and the related personnel increased from 1,192 to 5,238 (NSC
1992). All these figures for the IT industry were much bigger than those for
15

biotechnology. As Wong (2005) observed, R&D funding in biotechnology was not a
priority during the 1980s. Most of the state’s efforts were channelled towards
information technology.

The Industrial Development Bureau of the Ministry of Economic Affairs was
responsible for the promotion and implementation of industrial policies. Since
biotechnology had already been regarded as one of the pillar strategic industries since
1982, many tax and policy incentives were generously granted so as to induce private
firms to step in. The state also established a semiofficial organization – the Taiwan
Biotechnology Organization – to encourage private firms to enter this industry. As in
the case of the semiconductor industry, the state adopted a state spinoff approach to
nurture the domestic pharmaceutical firms, which resulted in two state-owned firms
producing the most needed hepatitis B and C vaccines. Again, as in the semiconductor
industry, the state sought an international firm that was well known in the vaccine
industry from which it would acquire the needed technologies. In 1984, the DCB
collaborated with Sanofi Pasteur of France with the intention of transferring its
plasma vaccine technologies on hepatitis B and C to a state-owned pharmaceutical
firm. The Development Fund of the Executive Yuan invested in this firm, Baosheng
Pharmaceutical, which was located in the Hsinchu Science-based Industrial Park. In
the same year, it began to produce the vaccine, which was mainly supplied to the
domestic market. Although the state-owned firm had acquired the then state-of-the-art
technologies, it was not able to continue to catch up with the updated technologies on
an ongoing basis. After a few years, its technological level stagnated. The state finally
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decided to purchase new vaccines from abroad and this firm was closed by the state in
1995 ( Lin 1997; Yang and Lo 1999, 302–324).

The way in which the state promoted the biopharmaceutical industry during that
period was a purely state-led one in which the state decided the policy, allocated the
resources, set up a bridging institute and even established the firm to produce the
vaccines. This model, however, had many aspects that were not conducive to the
biopharmaceutical industry’s development.

First, the state’s planning agency had during that time channelled more resources into
the IT industry than into the biotechnology industry. Moreover, the IT industry was
strongly supported by K.T. Li (the main architect of Taiwan’s developmental state)
and the then Premier Y. S. Sun (Mathews and Cho 2000). They not only strongly
supported the development of the IT industry but also used their own social networks
to recruit overseas Chinese who worked for major US IT firms to either return to
Taiwan or become advisors to the Executive Yuan. Because of these factors, the
development of the IT industry received not only strong official support from the state
but also informal support from strong coordinators who could manage various
ministries that were in charge of carrying out the state’s projects. By contrast, the
biotechnology project was not so fortunate. Although it was listed among the eight
pillar industries, the biotechnology industry did not have a strong supporter behind it
that was could coordinate the various ministries. Neither did it have a strong figure
that could form networks with overseas Chinese who had working experience with
17

major pharmaceutical multinationals. The major technocrats who all had backgrounds
in industrial engineering had little knowledge of biotechnology. Even worse, owing to
the lack of frontier knowledge, except in the case of the hepatitis B and C vaccines,
the limited research funds provided by the National Science Council were allocated to
various fields without any clear priorities.

Second, although the DCB was assigned the role of acting as a bridge with the
intention of translating the results of the R&D into products and transmitting the
resulting knowledge to private firms, it turned out that the DCB had become another
basic science research institute. The main idea in establishing the DCB was to copy
the ITRI model, but such an approach ignored the technological differences between
the IT and biopharmaceutical industries. It was easier for IT products to be
commercialized, and the IT value chain – from R&D, to pretesting, to pilot
production and to mass production – was also much shorter than that of drugs. Not
only were new drugs not easy to develop, but once they had been developed they still
needed a long period of time for pretests and clinical trials in order to obtain the
various government departments’ approval. However, the Taiwanese state at that time
did not have that knowledge, and it sought to fit all of the industries it intended to
promote into the same IT model. As a consequence, the DCB was forced to produce
academic papers in order to meet the evaluation requirement without having the
luxury of investing in the long-term process of developing new drugs that had a high
probability of failure.
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Third, the state had heavily relied on state-owned firms to produce hepatitis B and C
vaccines and had not encouraged private firms to step into this industry. The state
bureaucrats regarded the existing small and medium-sized pharmaceutical firms as
too weak to develop new drugs and produce vaccines. In fact, they had not even tried,
through the use of tax incentives, to persuade existing firms to collaborate with R&D
institutes to develop new drugs. As a result, most of the existing pharmaceutical firms
were merely producing generic drugs or Chinese herbal drugs without having been
involved in the state’s new projects.

Finally, it was also very clear that the global industrial structure of the pharmaceutical
industry during that period was not very favourable to newly industrializing countries
engaging in this science-based industry. The value chain of the pharmaceutical
industry at that time was still dominated by a few big multinationals that adopted a
vertically integrated approach. The global outsourcing approach was just in the
beginning stage. Under these circumstances, latecomer firms did not have the
opportunity to enter this money-burning industry. The long process involved in
developing a new drug also complicated matters, so that the DCB was not able to play
a similar role to that of the ITRI in the case of the IT industry. The DCB was also
unable to identify new drugs and then seek the help of the big international
pharmaceutical firms to obtain the technology and transfer it to local private firms.
Neither was it able to develop a new drug by itself and then transfer it to local firms.

The Biopharmaceutical Industry Began to Take Off in 1995
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By learning from its earlier failures as well as from the transformation that took place
in the U.S. pharmaceutical industry after the 1980s, the Taiwanese state modified its
approach and strategies in promoting the development of biotechnology in 1995.
Between the launch of the Promotion Programme for Biotechnology (1995) and the
very recent state project (The Biotechnology Take Off Package, 2009), the Taiwanese
state gradually changed its policies and strategies so that they became based on the
structure of the global value chain. In contrast with the former stage, the state’s role
has now changed from being the leader to being the network builder as well as from
being the main actor to becoming a supporter. In a very general sense, the state’s
novel actions have been to seek to build the networks that can link scientists, firms
and financiers together in order to generate the dynamic synergy needed to develop
the biopharmaceutical industry. However, the route taken in this transition has been
very rocky and many coordination problems still need to be solved. These are
discussed further on.

The Taiwanese state’s transformation has had to do with two concurrent tendencies in
Taiwan’s political economy. The first involved the democratization process, through
which the state’s leading role in economic development has been in decline. This
democratization process has led to a situation in which the state’s economic planning
agencies, the CEPD in particular, almost lost their guiding and leadership function in
the process of economic planning. The challenges have come about not only from the
Legislative Yuan, where elected lawmakers voiced their own or their represented
interests, but also from localities where local interests might resist the economic
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planning of the CEPD or the policies implemented by the executive branches of the
state. One of the best examples was the anti-Bayer environmental incident, when the
central state invited and received a promise from Bayer, the German chemicals
manufacturer, to invest in Taichung County (located in central Taiwan). This
triggered strong reactions from local environmental organizations, which in turn led
the county government to support the environmental groups and to resist adopting the
central state’s decision. Bayer finally decided not to invest in Taiwan and moved the
plant to China.

Second, along with the political democratization process, the Kuomintang (KMT)
regime, which created the Taiwanese developmental state, lost the presidential
election to the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) in 2000. The DPP regime has
been well known for its proneoliberal approach as opposed to a state-direct approach
to the economy and for advocating Taiwan’s independence (Wang 2006). This had
two major impacts on the development of the biotechnology industry. The first impact
was that the KMT regime’s plan with regard to economic development was largely
revised. The KMT regime’s decision to revise its policy on biotechnology had to do
with its recruitment of prominent scientists overseas who would return to Taiwan to
enhance and facilitate the development of science and technology. Among them, two
were very significant. The first one was Dr Cheng-Wen Wu, a prominent specialist in
virus oncology, who returned to Taiwan in 1988 to serve as the director of the
Institute of Biomedical Sciences at Academia Sinica. Because of him, the KMT
regime began to revise its biotechnology policies and planned to set up a new
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National Health Research Institute (copied from the National Institutes of Health
model for the United States) in 1996, which in turn would convince even more
prominent scientists to come back (Wu 2006). The second was the return of the Nobel
Laureate Yuan-Tseh Lee, who was then a professor at the University of California at
Berkeley, to serve as the president of the prestigious Academia Sinica in 1994. Owing
to his good academic connections with global and overseas Chinese in the United
States, Lee convinced many internationally renowned scientists to return to Taiwan to
work at Academia Sinica. These scientists had a great impact on the revision of
biotechnology policies in the later years of the KMT regime. However, owing to the
regime shift, the policies drawn up were either reevaluated or postponed. Second, the
DDP regime’s proneoliberal approach to the economy also had a great impact on the
development of biotechnology. The new director of CEPD in the new government
(2000–2002) even cancelled the regular monthly meeting of the advisory board and
downgraded the importance of cross-ministerial meetings in decision making. The
successor to this position in the state hierarchy followed suit. As a result, the leading
role exercised by the CEPD in the economy was greatly reduced. The result was that
there was no leading state agency that could coordinate economic policies, which was
a typical feature of the former KMT regime.

Nevertheless, it was clear that Taiwan’s economy had to be transformed into a
knowledge-based economy and that the state still needed to facilitate this
transformation. Indeed, the DPP regime put itself in a very awkward position by
simultaneously holding onto its beliefs in the neoclassical economic doctrines while
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also intending to move toward a knowledge-based economy. The state was in the
process of finding a new model, but the state leaders had no clear ideas as to how to
achieve the economic transformation. The chaotic coordination problems therefore
continued in both policymaking and implementation. This feature was particularly
apparent in the state’s plans to promote the biopharmaceutical industry. On the one
hand, the state wanted to develop this industry and set up goals to achieve it; on the
other, the state did very little to coordinate the activities of the various agencies or to
promote the industry’s development in a more efficient way. As a result, the
development of the biopharmaceutical industry was left in the hands of those
returnees who had enough knowledge and enthusiasm to push the state to promote the
industry.

As has already been mentioned, the return of prominent scientists such as Dr.
Cheng-Wen Wu and Dr. Yuan-Tseh Lee had a great impact on the development of
biotechnology in the later years of the KMT regime. They continued to recruit and
attract more prominent scientists to return. The current president (2006) of Academia
Sinica, Dr. Chi-Huey Wong, who is an internationally renowned specialist in
bioorganic and synthetic chemistry, was recruited by Lee to work at the Genomics
Research Centre in 2000. Another scientist, Dr. Michael M. C. Lai, a prominent
specialist in molecular biology, was recruited by Lee in 2003 to work at Academia
Sinica. These people’s social networks had a snowball effect in that they attracted
more and more biotech people working in the United States to return. This situation
was very similar to that of the IT industry in its earlier stages, when the returnees
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contributed extensively to the networking relationship between Taiwan and the
United States (Amsden and Chu 2003; Mathews and Cho 2000; Saxenian and Hsu
2001).

As a result of the participation of these specialists in biotechnology in the policy
networks, many unsuitable laws and bureaucratic regulations began to be modified.
For example, since 1997 the state has held the Strategic Conference on the
Biotechnology Industry on an annual basis, bringing together not only local and
overseas scientists but also firms and state bureaucrats to discuss issues related to the
development of biotechnology. The status of the annual conference had been largely
elevated since 2005, when it was singled out to become the Strategic Consular
Committee for Biotechnology under the Science Advisory Group of the Executive
Yuan, which stood alone as the most important committee in contrast with the
Strategic Consular Committee of Science and Technology for the rest of the high
technologies. Moreover, a biotechnology advisory group was formed afterwards to
streamline the administrative work of a large number of state research agencies, such
as Academia Sinica, the Ministry of Education, the National Science Council, the
Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Council of Agriculture, the Ministry of Finance,
the Environmental Protection Administration, the DCB, the ITRI and the Department
of Health. Later, the National Health Research Institute and the Biomedical
Engineering Centre of the ITRI (established in 1999 and renamed the Biomedical
Engineering Research Laboratories in 2006) also joined this group, so that all related
departments of the state would become part of the streamlining process. The latest
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change was the legislation in the form of the Biopharmaceutical Act of 2007, which
was the single most important law that had ever been designed for a specific industry.
This act recognizes the fact that developing a new drug is so different from the
activities of an industrial manufacturing firm that many tax incentives have been
extended to help defer the expenses of R&D activities, of recruiting university
professors (they were also given a certain degree of freedom to collaborate with
private firms), of allowing university professors to create their own venture capital
firms and of purchasing expensive R&D equipment. This law was the Taiwanese
version of the Bayh-Dole Act of the United States, which was passed in 1980.

Along with the streamlining of the state policies and coordination functions, there
were two other state actions that were particularly important to the promotion of the
biotech industry. The first was the construction of biotechnology parks around the
island after 2000 in order to create a cluster effect. Although many of the parks were
creations of political campaigns revolving around periodical elections, there were still
successful cases that indeed generated positive effects. The most successful case was
the Biotechnology Plaza in the Nankang district of Taipei city, which was founded in
2003. This state-of-the-art facility was located near R&D resources and institutes such
as the Academia Sinica, the DCB and many major medical centres. Furthermore, the
National Health Research Institute, the National Science Council and the
Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical Industries Promotion Office also established a
presence in the park. The Nankang site has been focusing on biopharmaceutical
research and has now become the key biotechnology cluster in Taiwan.
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The second state action that was important for the development of the
biopharmaceutical industry was the state’s input of financial resources. Since the
implementation of the Biotech Action Plan in 1995, the state has channelled more
financial resources into the biotech industry than it did before. The state’s actions
include channelling resources from the Development Fund into a few exemplar firms,
inviting privately owned venture capital companies with funding from the
Development Fund to form new venture capital firms (NDF 2007–2009) and using
tax incentives to induce capital to invest in biotechnology, as well as enhancing the
special projects that call for collaboration between firms and universities. The
financial support has increased over the years, from NT$6.7 billion in 1997 to
NT$21.5 billion (approximately US$660 million) in 2006, which was approximately a
3.2-fold increase (IDB 2007, 117). Moreover, about NT$9 billion was invested in 20
different new biotech firms by venture capital firms (TVCA 2007).

The state’s active role in promoting biotechnology has attracted much overseas and
domestic investment to this industry. In 2006, there were 253 companies in Taiwan’s
emerging biotech sector, with a total revenue of US$1.21 billion, of which many were
created by overseas returnees from the United States; almost all of them were small
and medium-sized companies. In addition, many of the newly established biotech
firms were created after the late 1990s and were in the biopharmaceutical industry (cf.
Chen and Wang 2009).
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The state’s active new role in building global-local networks has created an
environment in which many new science firms have emerged to develop new drugs or
to engage in some segments of the value chain, such as producing active drug
ingredients or contracting manufacturing for global branded firms. Currently, there
are many newly established science firms that have contracted out their research
results to large foreign pharmaceutical firms, who have then proceeded to apply to the
US FDA for approval (Tseng 2008). There are a few reasons for the global linkage
and the local delinkage of these emerging science firms. The first is that even though
the state has tried to use its administrative power to persuade venture capital firms to
enter the industry, Taiwanese venture capital firms lack the patience capital to finance
such long procedures in developing new drugs. To them, the biopharmaceutical
industry is a high-risk and money-consuming industry that has little guarantee of
success. In addition, the state’s Development Fund should be distributed to a large
number of firms rather than being concentrated on one or two firms. As a result, the
new science firms are all very small and do not have enough resources to follow all
the procedures in developing new drugs.

Second, many of the scientists who have come back from the United States, where
they had worked for a long time, are very accustomed to the buy-and-sell model in the
biopharmaceutical industry. The Taiwanese state’s policies to encourage the building
of the biotech industry, plus the state’s active recruitment, have provided them with
the incentive to come back. These scientists tend to think that creating the
biopharmaceutical industry at the current stage is more important than building the
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domestic industry, which may require a long time to become viable (Wong 2007).
Therefore a link with the domestic firms, which is now missing, may have to be
forged in order to develop the biopharmaceutical industry.

Third, Taiwanese firms have lacked the experience to do the research that is necessary
to develop new drugs and, as a result, most of the new firms have concentrated on
basic scientific research and left the applied research to the global firms. Moreover,
the Taiwanese pharmaceutical firms are currently too small to handle the whole value
chain process and they can produce only generic drugs. Although the DCB was
designed to engage in translation research, it has not yet accumulated enough
experience in this regard. The DCB has turned out to be just another R&D institute
that has not developed the ability to engage in translation research (Yung 2009, 17).
As a result, the new science firms can develop only new candidate drugs and sell
them to big global firms in exchange for handsome royalties (DCB 2006).

To sum up, compared to the former stage, the state in this period has given up the role
of top-down leadership and instead has become an enabler that has tried to encourage
firms to enter the industry and has sought to link them up with R&D institutes and the
global knowledge community. However, this transformation has not proceeded in a
smooth manner and the political democratization process as well as the DPP regime’s
neoliberal economic strategies have hampered the biotechnology industry’s smooth
development owing to the lack of policy consistency and effective coordination. It has
mainly been because of the scientists’ networks and their efforts in persuading and
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pushing the state to implement effective policies that the formation of an environment
conducive to the biotechnology industry has finally resulted.

Conclusion
This chapter compares the different approaches that the Taiwanese state adopted in
developing the biopharmaceutical industry in the 1980s and in the period after the
mid-1990s. It argues that the state’s failure in developing this science-based industry
in the former period has to do with the top-down state-leadership approach, the lack
of leadership and effective coordination, as well as the unfavourable international
industrial structure that was dominated by a few giant global firms. In addition, the
state during that period had invested limited resources in the biotechnology industry,
with the consequence that the biopharmaceutical industry had achieved very little up
to the mid-1990s.

From the mid-1990s on, owing to the democratization process and the lessons learned
from the former failures, the Taiwanese state began to adopt a different approach.
However, the regime shift hampered the new industry’s smooth development. In
addition, the DPP regime’s administration in its initial stages further hampered the
biotechnology industry’s smooth development as a result of the lack of an effective
policy and coordination. It was, however, mainly the scientists’ networks and their
efforts in persuading and pushing the state to implement effective policies that finally
resulted in the formation of an environment conducive to the development of the
biotechnology industry. The state finally became a platform builder, which has helped
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to nurture the emergence of new science firms; these have been integrated into the
global value chain controlled by a few branded pharmaceutical firms.

Therefore the transformation of the state in fostering the development of the
biopharmaceutical industry has largely benefited from the involvement of those
prominent scientists and their push for the modification of laws and policies. The DPP
regime lacked key politicians who could coordinate different state bureaucracies to
promote the biotech industry and it also did not have the vision or capability to plan
the economy owing to its proneoliberal approach to the economy. These shortcomings
caused the biopharmaceutical industry to develop in a less efficient manner. The
passing of the Biopharmaceutical Act of 2007 indicated that the Taiwanese state’s
support for biotechnology had moved to a new stage at which much more flexible
approaches were designed specifically for this industry.

Nevertheless, owing to the existing industrial structure and the lack of capital,
Taiwan’s development of the biopharmaceutical industry has resulted in its becoming
only a segment of the global value chain controlled by giant foreign firms. The small
Taiwanese science firms do not have the financial ability to proceed through all the
stages in the process of the development of new drugs and they therefore tend to sell
their candidate drugs to large global pharmaceutical firms. The irony has been that the
state thus actually subsidizes the R&D activities of the global giants and the small
science firms have neither the intention to work with the existing local pharmaceutical
firms nor the capability to integrate

with them. The state’s efforts in developing
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this innovation-based industry have essentially resulted in it being the R&D segment
of the giant global firms.

Note
1

This chapter is a partial result of a project supported by the National Science

Council of Taiwan (97-2410-H-004-077-MY3). It is also an expanded version of a
comparative study of Taiwan, Korea, and China on the development of the
biopharmaceutical industry (see Wang, Cheng, and Tsai 2012).
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1, Introduction
Taiwan’s economic development has been described as a SME-based model that
is full of entrepreneurship, indicating the spirit to create a new organization such as
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new firms (Schumpeter, 1950; Aldrich 2005). This entrepreneurship also shows
clearly in the pharmaceutical industry. The pharmaceutical industry can be roughly
divided into two sectors: the conventional pharmas that are mainly producing and
marketing chemical small molecular generic drugs, and those newly formed
biopharmaceutical science firms that are targeting developing and producing new
drugs by using biologics method. Both types of firms in Taiwan are very small in
terms of revenue and capacity. For example, in 2010, the total revenue of Taiwan’s
pharmas was only about NTD$ 65.7 billion (about USD$ 2.2 billion, 1 USD=30 TD)
(Biotechnology Industry Study Centre, 2011:20). The revenue of the biggest
pharmaceutical firm in Taiwan, Yung Shin Pharmaceutical(

), in 2010 was

only NTD$ 3.3 billion (about USD$ 110 million).
The newly formed and state-promoted biotech firms are not much different.
Since the mid-1990s, the state has begun to promote biotechnology as one of its pillar
strategic industries in order to further upgrade the economy into an innovative-driven
one. Together with the transformation of the value chain in biopharmaceutical
industry in the world in which the R&D and manufacturing activities 97 can be
outsourced to elsewhere, many Taiwanese firms have been created by domestic and
overseas scientists to take the advantages of the state’s financial support for
promoting this industry (Wong, 2005, 2011; Chen and Wang, 2009; Wang, et al,
2012). In 2010, the average number of employee of these biotech firms was only 68.4,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Contracting out of research and manufacture activities have been a salient phenomenon in
today’ pharmaceutical industry. A contract research organization (CRO) is an organization that
provides research services for pharmaceutical firms on a contract basis. A Contract Manufacture
Organization (CMO) provides services for manufacturing, clinical testing, and other related to
manufacturing process on a contract basis.
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whereas the average revenue was only NTD$ 65.7 million. In addition, the
investments from venture capital to those science firms were very small as compared
those of investment into semiconductor. For instance, in 2005, only 35 cases in
biopharmaceutical industry gained the investment from venture capital firms, which
was about 7% of the total 413 cases. The sum of the investment was only NTD$860
million, which was about 8% of the total NTD$ 7.6 billion (TVCA, 2006: 71-77).
These two sectors of the pharmaceutical industry have very different degree of
knowledge in nature due to the scientific progress. The conventional pharmas
emerged in the 1950s when Taiwan began to industrialize. Many nascent businessmen
started their own businesses simply copied the drugs in the market without even had
the necessary knowledge. However, the biotech firms are essentially based on frontier
knowledge, which derived from the biological revolution in the 1970s. Most of
Taiwanese new biotech firms were built in the 1990s, and the founders tend to be
those scientists returned from the U.S.
In addition, these two typed of firms also appeared in different historical time
that had very large different degrees of state support. In the early 1950s and 1960s,
Taiwan government did not have specific policy to support pharmaceutical industry.
The nascent entrepreneurs had to depend upon themselves to create their own firms.
In contrast, the biotech firms have been the targeted pillar industry that the state wants
to promote since the 1990s. Therefore, a lot of policy supports have been given to this
newly emerging biotechnology.
Given the above differences, what we are interested in are the following
questions: are those nascent entrepreneurs in the conventional pharmas different from
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those bio-scientists in biotech firms in creating and running new firms in terms of
economic actions? We assume, because all firms are social products in which
entrepreneurs are embedded in social relations, therefore, they must have some
significant similarities.

The purpose of this paper is aimed to compare and analyze

the role of social capital has played in the formation and development of the two
sectors of the pharmaceutical industry in time. The fundamental question that this
paper wants to tackle with is: whether social capital is essential for the initiation of a
business in Chinese society such as Taiwan, regardless of the type of knowledge of
the industry? Next section of this paper will discuss the role of social capital in the
formation and development of new firms. The third section lays out the history of the
development of Taiwan’s pharmaceutical industry and the state’s role in its
development. The fourth section will discuss the role of social capital in the formation
of traditional pharmas in terms of capital investment and marketing. The fifth section
will discuss the emergence of newly formed bio-science firms and the role of social
capital. The six section is to compare and conclude the similarities and differences
between these two sectors.

2, Social capital and entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship is indicated the creation of new organizations, and those people
who create these organizations are called entrepreneurs (Aldrich 2005: 452). These
nascent entrepreneurs confront various problems in creating these organizations,
including gathering and analyzing information, collecting necessary capital, and
recruiting essential personnel, as well as forming the business organization to
compete and survive in the market. The nascent entrepreneurs have to confront two
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major problems: one is to discover effective routines in order to reduce uncertainty;
the other is to build ties with the business environment in order to gain recognition
from the market (Aldrich 2005: 467; Thornton, 1999). The first one relates to learning
and the second legitimacy. Among the existing various resources that nascent
entrepreneurs can get in order to create their business, social capital is the most
effective channel that an entrepreneur can mobilize.
The concept of social capital has been widely used in social sciences, which may
be used to indicate various conceptual levels and to explain totally different
phenomenon (Woolock, 1998; Bebbington, et al, 2004). Therefore, social capital does
not have a clear, undisputed meaning and there is no commonly agreed upon
definition.

In a very general sense, most definitions of social capital in the existing

literature stress on social relations that have productive benefits. Or more precisely, as
Knorringa and von Staveren suggest (2006:46), social capital can be defined ‘as the
set of social relations that enables entrepreneurs to gain, maintain or expand access to
economic resources, which are used by entrepreneurs to reinforce the productivity of
these economic resources.’ Therefore, social capital indicates relationships and the
innate resources in the relationships rather than the property of individuals (Lin, 1999),
the latter can be described as human capital. Although the concept of social capital
does not exclude that individual property is important in generating economic effect,
it nonetheless still stresses the relationships which can effectively reduce transaction
costs, enable knowledge learning, enhance gathering of financial capital, and
reinforce collective action, etc.
There are two forms of social capital: bonding and bridging (Putnam, 1993; Burt,
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2004; Storper, 2005; Knorringa and van Staveren, 2006; Woolock, 1998; Bebbington,
2004).

Bonding social capital emerges from strong social ties (Granovetter, 1985),

which are based on similar background or type of persons, for example, based on
similar basis of family and kinship, gender, ethnicity, religion, and interest.
Sometimes, this type of social capital can be referred to as ascribed group which has a
strong social cohesion that can generate strong trust among individuals. This trust is
much similar Guanxi as used in Chinese term, or “I trust you because you are a
member of my clan” (Knorringa and van Staveren, 2006:19).
In contrast, bridging social capital emerges from weak social ties across society,
or ‘people unlike ourselves’ (Storper, 2005:33), which nevertheless held together
through the sharing of some minimum common values. Since weak ties exist among
people who are heterogeneous, having different identifications, and belonging to
different groups, bridging social capital thus can generates social contacts that are not
redundant, and in the end it can create new values.

If bonding social capital is based

on inter personal and strong trust, then bridging social capital is based on a type of
generalized trust which occurs mostly at the meso- and macro-level. Horizontally, this
networking relationship may occur among loosely connected individuals and
organizations; vertically, it may be created in the links of a value chain (Knorringa
and van Staveren, 2006:20).
In the existing literature, scholars tend to regard bridging social capital has
higher economic value than does bonding social capital. It is because bridging social
capital connects people and organizations that have various and sufficient types of
resources beyond the personal reach of the economic actors. Nevertheless, bridging
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social capital requires that economic actors are familiar with the strong ties of
bonding social capital. Because only the latter can provide the actors with the
necessary social capabilities, including interpersonal trust and sociability, to connect
to other people. The bonding social capital within the groups provides people the
social basis to extend their relationships to others outside their group. In other words,
the benefits of the bridging social capital is built upon the bridging function that link
two separate and isolated clusters, which Burt (2004) describes as a structural hole.
It is argued by many authors that bonding and bridging social capitals play
different types of role in the evolution of the industrialization process. In the initial
stage of development, entrepreneurs may depend much on bonding social capital to
create a business due to high trust among family members, relatives, friends, and their
mutual awareness of a common goal. What the nascent small- and medium-sized
enterprises need is not a smaller amount of capital and a very complicated knowledge
on production which the entrepreneurs’ personal network is able to offer. However,
when the economy moves to a higher level of development and the firms are entering
into higher level in the global value chain, the existing bonding social capital may not
be enough to provide the entrepreneurs enough resources. Intensified international
competition makes firms to engage into risky market which beyond the capability of
bonding social capital can afford. Entrepreneurs have to find new resources to fund
their new adventures, for example, in stock market or via joint ventures. Therefore, a
successful transformation of the enterprise demands a transition from bonding to
bridging social capital (Storper, 2005; Knorringa and van Staveren, 2006; Woolock,
1998) .
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In addition, when an entrepreneur intends to enter into a new technological area
or in higher level goods of the global value chain where new expertise and knowledge
are out of reach from the entrepreneur’s bonding social networks, the entrepreneur
may find himself have to look for information from various, including global, sources.
That said, entrepreneurs tends to depend on bridging social capital to finance their
new businesses even when the firms are small and their firms are knowledge intensive
types. A summary of the relationship between social capital and entrepreneurship can
be shown in table 1.

Table 1: social capital and entrepreneurship
SME

Large

Less knowledge intensive

Bonding

Bridging

Knowledge intensive

Bridging

Bridging

Although social capital provides low transaction cost and enhances knowledge
learning for the enterprise, it nonetheless has limitations. First of all, too strong
bonding social capital will create lock-in effect that is not fruitful for an enterprise to
grow and to learn new knowledge. That is, too high the level of bonding social capital
will hamper the bridging social capital to emerge and will be harmful for the
enterprise to enter into new position in the global value chain. Second, a strong
bonding social capital will generate opportunist behavior that is based on high trust.
Therefore, the bonding social capital will lead to its own fatal destiny without a
proper sanction system. Therefore, how to carefully build and reformulate two types
of social capital is an issue that may largely affect a firm’s development.
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Any enterprise is built in particular time within a particular institutional
environment. As Stinchcombe argues, ‘organizations which are founded at a
particular time must construct their social systems with the social resources available’
(quoted from Aldrich, 2005:466). Nascent entrepreneurs adopt resources wherever
they are able to receive. They however must overcome many obstacles to survival as
they seek to build a new form of organization and a niche for their business in the
severe competitive world market.
What are the role of bonding and bridging social capital play in creating and
developing the business of conventional and biotech pharmas? Do conventional
pharmaceutical and biotech firms show similar type of social capital in the creation
and development of the firms? In this paper, we will use three dimension of the firm
to show the similarities and differences between these two types of pharma. The first
one is how the nascent entrepreneur collects the initial capital, which will show how
he/she mobilizes social relations. The second is how the entrepreneur gains the
necessary knowledge and the role of social relations in the knowledge networks. The
third is the firm’s marketing relation that will show how the entrepreneur sells the
products and the social relations in the marketing strategy. Our study will investigate
how have bonding and bridging social capital played the roles in the above three
dimension of both types of firms’ development and evolution.
The data of this paper have been collected mainly by field studies in Taiwan
during July 2011 and July 2012. A total of over 34 informants were asked by
semi-organized questionnaires, through face-to-face or telephone interviews. Each
interview was done by the authors within one or 2 hours. Our informants were mainly
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composed of high rank executive managers of enterprises, industrial researchers and
university professors.

3, The development of Taiwan’s pharmaceutical industry
Taiwan’s modern pharmaceutical industry started from the Japanese colonial
period when the Japanese introduced modern medical system into this island. During
that period, most pharmas were Japanese owned whereas Taiwanese in this industry
were mainly engaged in distribution and marketing. After 1945 when the Kuomintang
regime took over power, the existing 13 Japanese pharmas were reorganized into one
firm to be owned by the state. In addition, many private-owned pharmas emerged
afterward, producing cod liver oil, vitamins and other medicines.

From the 1950s on, the state began to encourage the establishment of new
pharmas in order to fill the increasing domestic demand. Therefore, many new
pharmas were established and began to produce generic drugs by collaborating with
foreign pharmas, especially the Japanese, in order to learn knowledge from foreign
firms (Fan, 2001; Han, 1999; Yu, 1972). Until the early 1960s, there were over 600
small pharmas in Taiwan. In 1960, the state began to take a more liberal
export-oriented industrialization policy, through which many foreign firms began to
invest in Taiwan to take the advantage of tax incentives. In 1961, the state invited the
American Cyanamide Company to establish a joint venture firm with Taiwan Suger to
produce antibiotics. This was the first Taiwan-US joint venture case in the
pharmaceutical industry. Later, many Japanese pharmas, such as Takeda (1962),
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Tanabe (1962), Yamanouchi(1963), Shionogi (1964), and U.S.’ Pfizer (1964) also
followed suit. Taiwan’s pharmas began to differentiate into domestic-owned and
foreign-owned firms. In the early 1970s, there were as many as 750 pharmas in
Taiwan. In 1982, the state launched the Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) policy
in order to regulated the chaotic pharmaceutical industry and to standardize the
procedures in manufacturing drug production. This measurement had ousted many
pharmas, there were 163 pharmas that had gained cGMP certification in 2005.

Taiwan began to promote the development of biotechnology in the early 1980s,
as Wong (2011) describes, a betting for the future industrial upgrading. But it
achieved very little degree of success (Wong, 2005; Chen and Wang, 2009). It was
only in the mid-1990s when the state legislated the “Promotion Program for
Biotechnology,” known simply as the “Biotech Action Plan (1995)” that the state’s
determination was felt and the biotechnology industry began to take off. The main
strategies taken by the state were to subsidize firms’ R&D expenses, provide tax
incentives and low interest rate for lending, induce venture capital to support biotech
industry, etc. In 2006, Taiwan’s emerging biotech sector had 253 companies, with a
total revenue of US$1.21 billion, in which many of them were created by overseas
returnees from the U.S., and almost all of them were small and medium sized
companies. Also, among the newly emerged biotech firms, many of them were
created after late 1990s and were in the field of biopharmaceutical industry (Wang, et,
al, 2012).
Therefore, as described above, these two sectors of the pharmaceutical industry
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emerged and developed in very different historical background with different degrees
of state’s support. The conventional pharmaceutical industry emerged with the initial
stage of industrialization, along with other industries; whereas the bio-pharmas were
regarded and promoted by the state as the strategic industry that intended to upgrade
the economy.

With the different development background in mind, we now turn to

the story of these two sectors.
3, The Conventional Pharmas

There are some common characteristics of the conventional pharmas when the
nascent entrepreneurs started and ran their own businesses. First of all, the initial
capital was mainly generated from the founders’ savings, or collected from relatives
and friends. The feature was very much similar with other small- and medium-sized
family firms that emerged in Taiwan during the same period in which bonded social
capital was an essential element (Chen, 1994; Shieh, 1991). Secondly, the founders
themselves did not necessary have the needed medicine knowledge, this had to do
with the low entrance barrier of this industry during Taiwan’s earlier stage of
industrialization. However, as the pharma began to expand, bridging social capital
played an important role as the founder had to find friends or experts to run the
business. Sometimes, the founder demanded their children to study medicine in order
to have sufficient knowledge to run the business. Conventional pharma showed very
clearly family owned business characteristics. Third, the conventional pharmas used
very traditional guanxi approach to do the marketing, particularly in selling the
medicines to clinics and hospitals. That was, the salesmen were very important in
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building relationship with the clients (hospitals) in order to expand and retain the sales
volumes. This section will use qualitative data to show the above features of Taiwan’s
conventional pharmas. We will use the case of three firms, Yungshin, Wuchou (UC
Phama), Sintong Chemical (Taiwan Biotech) to illustrate the above features.

3-1

Initial Capital

A,

Yungshing Pharma

The founder of Yungshin Pharma was Mr. Lee, Tien Der. Born in a poor family
of Dajia town in central Taiwan in the Japanese Colonial period, Mr. Lee went to
Osaka to work in his young age through which he had learnt the skill of trading. After
the World War II, Mr. Lee worked at a trading company in Taipei and was
responsible for the import of medicine from Japan. Three years later in 1952, Mr. Lee
opened his own shop at his hometown, Dajia Town and the shop was called
“Yungshin Drug Strore”. The main businesses of this shop were to import foreign
medicines or to become local representatives of domestic drugs (Huang, 2013),
including some of the biggest local pharmas, such as Sintong Chemical, China
Chemical, Yong Fong, etc.

Because he did not have the medical knowledge, Mr.

Lee gained the knowledge mainly from reading the menus of those medicines in order
to sell the drugs to the customers, as ‘the salesman of medicines, we have to know the
medicines” (interview data)
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.

Some factors had greatly pushed Mr. Lee to transform his drug store into a
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pharma. One of them was the shrinking of the profit margins. In the 1960s, many
pharmas started to build their own marketing channels rather than depended upon
drug stores to distribute their products. Under this situation, plus the severe
competition among drug stores, the profit margins of drug store had dropped sharply.
Secondly, as a wholesale local representative, Mr. Lee had the chances to be invited
by Japanese pharmas to have sightseeing tours to Japan and de tour to various
pharmas. After one tourist occasion in 1965, Mr. Lee decided to build his own pharma
in order to avoid being evade from the market by just running a profit-shrinking drug
store. In 1965, he transformed Yungshin Drug Store into Yungshin Pharma and began
his new venture (Huang, et al, 2013).

The initial capital of Yungshin Phrama was a typical case of Taiwan’s SME. He
used his own savings and collected funds from relatives and friends.

As one of the

owners said,

“Our initial capital was only NTD$1.5 million. Most of the money was earned
from the drug store, some of it borrowed from my relatives and friends. Some of my
co-founders also contributed parts of the fund, about 100 thousands. Our company
began to earn profits at the first year, later we lacked of funding due to the expansion.
Therefore, we began to collect capital from friends in Taipei. We had earned profit
almost every year, some friends from Keelong also began to invest in our company”
(interview data)
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Yungshing Pharma has expanded its scale along with Taiwan’s economic growth.
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In 1988, it was listed in the Taiwan Stock Market and began to collect necessary
capital from the public.

B,

Wuchou Pharma

The founding of Wuchou Pharma was a legend. The founder of this firm had
only a 6-year primary school education. Mr. Wu, Shian-Wang was born in a poor
family in Tainan and had to work hard even in his childhood. At the age of 17, he
went to Taipei to become an apprentice of a motorcycle shop owned by his hometown
fellow. Later in his early 20s, Mr. Wu opened his own motorcycle shop in Taipei and
also began to import lubricant oil from Japan and repacked into small caned oil. Later,
this business earned him a lot of fortune which later became part of the initial capital
of Wuchou Pharma (Su, 2010).

Mr. Wu is an entrepreneur in the Schumpeterian sense. He tried every possible
way to create his own business. When he earned more and more profits from
repackaging lubricant oil, he also started to look for other chances to invest his capital.
This was the occasion when Mr. Wu started to sell a kind of Lycium Barbarum cake
(

Chinese medicine to increase weight). In this business, he also earned a lot of

money. He then tried another venture with friends to sell Chinese herbal medicine;
one of them was the famous medicine for athlete’s foot, Zushuang that made him a
very successful businessman. He then bought the small workshop, called Wuchou100
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Interview,TP1008, Jun 2012, Taipei.The original Wuchou Pharma was founded in 1956 that

mainly make Chinese herbal medicines. During that time, most of the medicine was handmade and the
facilities were at the same place of household that looked very rudimental like small workshop.
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workshop, that made the medicine for him in Taipei. Later, Mr. Wu bought another
bigger manufacturing facility located in Taoyuan County to expand the production
line.
Mr. Wu’s venture was supported by two very important persons: one was a
medical doctor, Dr. Wu of his hometown and the other was a can maker, Mr. Wang
for his lubricant oil. The former was able to give him financial support at every
venture as well as necessary knowledge about the medicine.

The latter was able to

provide him the financial support all the way from lubricant oil business to every
other business that Mr. Wu wanted to build, including the new pharmaceutical
venture.
Wuchou

Pharma

had

earned

enormous

profits

on

manufacturing

over-the-counter medicines such as Zushuang. In the process, Mr. Wu also invested
his money into the booming real estate market which also earned him a good fortune,
many of his friends in the real estate sector later also invested into his pharma.
However, when the government began to issue GMP regulation in 1982, Mr. Wu was
compelled to upgrade the manufacturing facilities, the investors began to withdraw
and Mr. Wu had bought off all the shares and became the only owner of Wuchou
Pharma ever since (ibid).
Now, Wuchou Pharma is a totally family run business. It does not want to list in
the stock market. Currently, the company now is run by Mr. Wu’s son, whose
business strategy has been to increase the prescription drugs and reduced
over-the-counter drugs. However, the profit margins in generic drugs have been
shrinking due to the financial constraints of the National Health Insurance Program.
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The most profitable drugs for Wuchou pharma still are those over-the-counter drugs
that were introduced by the elder Mr. Wu.

C. Sintong Chemical

The original owner of Sintong Chemical was Wu family in Taoyuan City. In
1945, because of the end of WWII, Wu family began its investment in the
pharmaceutical industry that mainly supplied glucose injection to the market. Soon
after, Wu family also started the glass business in order to supply the bottle for
glucose injection. In 1962, Sintong expanded its scale and collected more capital from
12 local medical doctors and to rename it as the current name101.
In the early 1980s, Sintong Chemical had a financial crisis. One of the owners/
doctors invited an accountant, Mr. Ke, Chang Chi, to reevaluate the company’s
financial situation. Mr. Ke suggested that the company could solve the crisis if each
of the 13 share holder could contribute additional NTD$ half a million to solve the
company’s problem.

After some negotiation process, the final compromise of the

decision was that each shareholder became the director of the board in turn with
specific term rather than run merely by the Wu family. Nevertheless, the financial
situation had not improved afterward. Finally, Mr. Ke was asked by those
shareholders to become the director of the board. Soon after, Mr. Ke borrowed NTD
20 million from the bank to run the company and became the largest shareholder.
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Therefore, Mr. Ke’s role in Sintong’s history had transformed from a consultant to an
investor, and finally to become the CEO102.
Mr. Ke was born in renown business family in Dihua Street of Taipei city. He
studied accounting in the College of Commerce at National Taiwan University. He
later worked in public sector as an account where he gained acquaintance with
important political figures such as Chen Ping Su, Li Der Shu, and Bo Hsung Wu. This
relationship let him to have better position to borrow money from the bank when he
assumed the director job in Sintong Chemical. Because his family background and
professional training, he later became one of the founders of Taiwan important
electronics firms such as Kinpo and Compal. In order to expand his knowledge and
social networks, he studies at EMBA program of National Chengchi University where
he was able to meet business tycoons in Taiwan. Now, Mr. Ke was also serving as
board members or supervisors of many listed companies.
The history of Sintong shows that the company started from the founding family
and its medical doctor friends. But later, this company was transferred into the hand
of a professional accountant with little knowledge of medicine. This new owner was
able to run this company owing to his family background and his social networks
built up in his accounting career. Now, the company was listed in Taiwan Stock
Market to collect capital from the public. The medicine knowledge that the company
needs has been done by the R&D department, the owner manage the company mainly
based on his expertise on business administration, which shows different
characteristic with the former two companies.
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In short, the above three cases has shown that the initial capital of the
conventional pharmas was collected mainly by owner himself or capital from friends
and relatives. Bonding social capital was an essential element in the initial stage of the
business. But in the process, because of expansion, many of the firms also started to
list in the stock market to collect capital from the public through which the bonding
feature was diluted. In our three cases, there were two, Yungshin and Sintong, of this
type. Bonding social capital is important mainly in the initial stage of the business,
however, it has lost its significant in the later stage.

3-2

Marketing

The conventional pharmas produced mainly generic and over-the-counter drugs,
the former usually were to supply hospital and clinics whereas the latter was to drug
store. The conventional pharmas usually used the strategy of media advertisement to
sell their over-the-counter drugs. In the 1970s and 1980s, the income of those drugs
composed of 85% of the conventional pharmas’ revenue, the rest 15% came from
hospitals. Therefore, media advertisement was the major marketing for conventional
pharmas to sell drugs they produced.
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As to prescription generic drugs, the conventional pharmas were very depended
on traditional marketing method to sell the drugs. The sales representatives had to
personally contact the medical doctors in order to convince them to use the drugs.
Personal guanxi was extremely important, one sales representatives said that he had to
visit doctors in the evening in order to see them in person. “Most of the medical
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doctors who worked in major hospitals usually also worked at his own clinics at home
in the evening. Therefore, we have to meet them in the evening. If they were satisfied
with our drugs, then he might use them in his own clinics and introduce the drugs to
hospitals” (interview data) 104 . Because of the importance of this guanxi, sales
representatives were in the weak position in the buyer-sales dyad, sometimes sales
representatives had to provide services, i.e. research expenses, to the doctors in order
to keep the customers.

However, these types of personalized service between salesmen and medical
doctors have changed since the launched of the National Health Insurance Program in
1995. All but over-the-counter drugs have been included in the Program, the price of
the drug is also set by the National Health Insurance Department. Because of the
massive scale of the National Health Insurance Program, now hospitals and clinics
have become the major consumers of drugs. According to the statistics, they
accounted for over 80% of the drugs from 2004-2009. Therefore, in this category,
bonded social capital has been replaced by arm-length market exchange.

Table 2: The comparison of channels ( Hospital, Drug Store and
Clinics)
Year

2004

Channel

Value

Market Share %

Hospital

802.7

77.8

Drug Store

122.7

11.9

Clinics

106.1

10.3

Total

1,031.5

100.0
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2007

2009

Hospital

855.6

78.0

Drug Store

152.0

13.9

Clinics

89.4

8.1

Total

1,097.0

100.0

Hospital

971.3

78.2

Drug Store

180.1

14.5

Clinics

90.7

7.3

Total

1,242.1

100.0

Source: From Yearbook of Pharmaceutical Industry 2011,
pp.104.

3-3

Sources of Knowledge

As we have seen, most of the founders of the conventional pharmas did not have
enough modern medicine knowledge. They therefore had to ask for help from medical
doctors of their personal networks, or recruit high-rank professionals into their
management team, or to buy technology from foreign firms and to learn the necessary
knowledge on both medicine production and shop-floor management. All these
strategies were undertaken by the founders of the conventional pharmas in their
different stages of the pharmas’ evolution. Because the space limit, we use two of our
three cases to illustrate these types of knowledge learning.
First of all is the case of Yungshin Pharma. Because the founder was the owner
of a drug store, he had the opportunity to know medical doctors who later became the
consultants of his firm. One of the most important resources was National Taiwan
University Hospital. In order to gain the trust from the hospital, Yungshin Pharma
even cut a special area that collaborated with medical doctors from the National
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Taiwan University Hospital to produce medicines that matched the quality
requirements from the doctors there. Before the state’s GMP regulation, it was the
strategy that Yungshin had taken to gain the trust and orders from the most important
hospital in Taiwan. In the process, Yungshin also learn a lot of knowledge from those
doctors and which contributed directly when Yungshin began to launch its GMP
application (Interview data)105.
We now turn to second case, Wuchou (UC) Pharma. As we already know, the
founder only had the primary school education, he therefore had to learn knowledge
from others in order to run the pharma. The founder, Mr. Wu, had depended up very
much on a medical doctor from his hometown to provide necessary knowledge on
medicine. In addition, the owner also recruited a professional from its competitor,
China Chemical (one of the earliest pharmas founded in the early 1950s), to become
his chief manager. This professional, Mr. Ding, Guo Chen (

) was a friend of

the owner before he was recruited. Mr. Ding later has contributed the firm all the way
in gaining new knowledge on the drugs Wuchou produced, passing through the state’s
regulation of GMP in 1986, and current R&D activities (interview data)106.
Wuchou later turned its head to Japanese firms, however, it was also undertaken
through personal network. One of Wuchou Pharma’s most successful drugs is “Sisi
Cold Capsule,” this drug is originally the product of Japanese Hoyu Corporation. It
was because Mr. Wu sent her daughter to study in Japan and she had a chance to work
in Hoyu during her study period. Mr. Wu therefore used this opportunity to get to
know the boss of Hoyu and began the collaboration. Wuchou Pharma thus upgraded
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the knowledge in producing new type of drugs. Because the success of “Sisi Cold
Capsule”, these two companies had established very close relationship107.
The above two cases have shown that knowledge learning was essential for the
conventional pharmas. However, in their initial stage, personal networks (both
bonding and bridging types of social capital ) were essential for the firms to start to
gain the knowledge. In the process, however, bridging social capital began to play a
more important role, such as foreign firms or medical doctors from hospitals.
Eventually, the conventional pharmas established their own R&D departments to
recruit related professionals to do related research in order to produce better
medicines to the market.

4, social capital and new science pharmas
The emergence of biotechnology has to with molecular revolution in the 1970s
that has largely changed the ways in which new drugs are created and developed
(Comanor, 2007; Dosi and Mazzucato, 2006; Pisano, 2006). The molecular revolution
mainly changed the methodology of finding a new drug by detecting the molecular
structures of particular cells that may cause specific diseases. This can be done by
rational design biotechnological research techniques in laboratory rather than by
traditional random testing of thousands of chemical ingredients. Since this is a more
efficient approach, thus more and more large global pharmas have now integrated
biotech into their drug development processes. In the process, the traditional vertical
integrated approach in developing a new drug has been disintegrated. Along with this
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new global trend, new drug developments, clinical tests and manufacturing processes
could be outsourced to newly established biotech firms that are created mainly by
scientists (Danzon et al., 2005). It is against this backdrop that Taiwanese government
used this opportunity to enter the biopharmaceutical industry in the hope to link to the
global value chain and to upgrade the economy.

It is also through this state

promotion that many new science firms are built up to take the advantage of state’s
support and to link to the global trend.

4-1

Initial capital

Because of the state’s support, biotech firms mainly emerged in the late 1990s in
Taiwan, and many of them were established by returnees from the U.S. (Wang, et al.
2012). The approach that these firms have undertaken to collect the necessary initial
capital were two: the first was to apply for the support from the state; the second was
to collect capital from the existing big firms that have interest in investing in biotech,
this approach always went through personal networks. Different from the counterpart
in the U.S. where venture capital played an important role in nurturing new science
firms (Lazonicka, and Tulumb, 2011), Taiwanese venture capital has played very
minor role in the emergence of biotech firms. We will use three cases to illustrate the
findings: TaiMed mainly engaged in new drug development, thus is a CRO;
ScinoPharm Taiwan mainly is a CMO; and Genovate Biotechnbology is a firm that
has involved both R&D and manufacturing. The three firms represent different
category of the biotech firm.
A. TaiMed Biologics (

)
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From the inception of biotechnology as one of the new pillar industries, Taiwan
government always intended to copy the successful story of building Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Corporation (TSMC) to biotechnology. Many of world
renowned Taiwanese biochemistry and biology scientists, who worked in the U.S.,
became the consultants to the state and to shape the state’s industrial policy. In 2006,
the President of Academia Sinica, Dr. Chi Huey Wong, who is an internationally
renowned specialist in bio-organic and synthetic chemistry, became the President of
Academic Sinica, who visited Genentech and informed by the then Genentech’s
Executive Vice President Dr. Yang, Yu-Min

, a Taiwanese scientist, that it

might sell the candidate HIV inhibitor, TNX-355, to the market. By discussing with
other scientists such as Dr. Lan Bo Chen, (
professor, and Dr. David Ho (

), an academian and Harvard

), a renowned Taiwanese scientist on inhibitor

HIV/AIDS at the Rockefeller University in New York. They together decided to
advice the National Science Council to follow the TSMC model to establish a new
company as to collaborate with Genentech to develop the preventive HIV vaccine.
In 2007, the new company was found, called TaiMed. At the same time, while
Dr. Wong was negotiating with Genentech for the license fee, the National Science
Council advised to the Executive Yuan for the investment of National Development
Fund into the new company; and Dr. Chen Lan-Bo was working for collecting the rest
of the initial funding from private sources. Due to the difficulty to find sufficient
investment from the private sector, the team then asked the then Deputy Premier Dr.
Ying Wen Tsai for help to persuade private companies to invest. The final result was
that the company collected the necessary funding from Yin Yan Liang, the CEO of
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the Ruentex Financial Group. Now, TaiMed’s largest share was owned by Yin Yan
Liang and his company, the second largest shareholder was the National Development
Fund. It still continues to develop the HIV/AIDS inhibitor licensed from Genentech
and passed the second phase of clinical test. It seems to have bright future for
developing the new preventive HIV drug.
TaiMed Biologist is a good case in showing how has the state initiated a biotech
company. The state’s pillar industrial policy was initiated by a group of prominent
scientists, these scientists used their networks to pursued the state to build an
exemplar company as to lead the biotech industry to develop, and they also asked for
state’s funding for investment, and the state officials used their personal networks to
persuade private company to jump into it as to build a public-private collaborated
biotech firm. This case clearly shows that although the development of biotech
industry has been based on frontier knowledge, the working mechanisms have
embedded in professional networks and personal networks (bridging social capital) in
terms of collecting initial capital.
B. ScinoPharm Taiwan108
ScinoPharm Taiwan established in November of 1997, currently is a leading
process R&D and biotech-based active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)
manufacturing service provider to the global pharmaceutical industry. It is also one of
a branch company invested by the Uni-President Group, and currently Taiwan’s
largest API producer. It was also listed in the Taiwan Stock Market from September
of 2011.
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One of the key founders of ScinoPharm Taiwan is the current CEO, Dr. Jo Shen
(

). She has a Ph.D. on Physical Chemistry. Before she returned to Taiwan, Dr.

Shen worked at Syntex pharmaceuticals as vice president in Silicon Valley. This
company’s revenue was about USD$ 2.2 billion and had over 12,000 employees
worldwide at the same period of time. However, Syntex pharmaceuticals was
acquired by the Roche Group in 1994 and began a large scale layoff action,
unfortunately, Dr. Jo Shen was one of the layoffs.

Afterward, Dr. Shen and three

other friends in Syntex pharmaceuticals, Hardy Chan, Bob Ells and Bob Cook,
decided to create a company of their own and began to search for investors, including
came back to Taiwan to search for opportunity.

In the 1990s, not many people in Taiwan knew what biotechnology was about,
nor did they have the knowledge about API. Therefore, Dr. Shen’s action was not
very successful and she almost gave up. However, luckily, the then Director of
Chemical Engineering Institute of Taiwan Industrial Technology Research Institute,
Dr. Johnsee Lee, who was an acquaintance in San Francisco, introduced her to the
President of Uni-President Group, Ching Yuan Gao. After hearing the briefing from
Dr. Shen, Mr. Gao decided to invest this company and built the facility nearby the
headquarter of the group, Tainan.

In 1999, the manufacturing facilities was

completed at the Tainan Science Park, it began to product APIs in July of 2000. Now,
the Uni-President Group owned about half of the share, other investors included the
National Development Fund, Taiwan Suger Corp., and MegaBank. In October of
2001, SinoPharma Taiwan gained the certification from the U.S. FDA in
manufacturing APIs, which was a license for it to gain more customers from global
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pharmas. Now, SinoPharma Taiwan has its customers covering all the major global
pharmas, and offers a wide portfolio of services ranging from custom synthesis for
early phase pharmaceutical activities to brand companies as well as APIs for the
generic industry. It has also become one of the profitable firms of the Uni-President
Group.

C: Genovate Biotechnbology
Genovate Biotechnobology was originally established by a Taiwanese
bio-scientist Dr. Frank Kung in 1984, and was listed in NASDAQ in 1991. This
company established a new drug developing center in Hsinchu Science-based
Industrial Park in 1993. In 1995, this center obtained the investment from the National
Development Fund to develop new drug, and renamed as Genelabs Taiwan. In 2002,
it again changed to the current name as Genovate. It was the first new biotech science
firm that obtained the investment from the state in the 1990s, Dr. Kung was also the
first returnee that had brought the company and its knowledge in the U.S. to Taiwan.
In 1995, Dr. Kung invited Dr. Cheng Chen

coming back to Taiwan to

serve as the CEO of Genovate. Dr. Chen has a Ph.D. degree on Chemistry and served
as a vice president of Asian headquarters of Genelabs.

The reason that Dr. Chen

wanted to come back to Taiwan was that he wanted to do something for Taiwan for
nationalist reason; and he was also persuaded by a Hong Kong businesswoman, Nina
Wang, to develop new drugs to specific diseases of Chinese people. As such, Nina
Wang became the second largest investor to Genovate, after only the National
Development Fund. Dr. Kung then created another venture capital firm in the U.S.
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and in 2002, the U.S. Genovate pull off all its investment in Taiwan’s Genovate.
Different from many of the small biotech pharmas that are mainly focused on
developing new drug in the labs, Genovate has its own manufacturing facilities
besides the research labs. In 1997, Genovate bought the GMP manufacturing facility
from Bristol-Myers Squibb in Hukou, Hsinchu county. In 2004, Genovate passed the
new cGMP standard, and it again passed the PIC/S GMP standard in 2010 evaluated
by the Department of Health of Executive Yuan. Genovate thus can manufacture the
drugs it has developed; it also can do drugs for other pharmas, such as Bristol-Myers
Squibb, Abbott, and Roche.

D. The role venture capital

As has been shown, the above three companies all gained investments from the
National Development Fund. However, the state’s funding is not enough for the firm
to run of the whole course of new drug development. Unless there is big private
capital that wants to invest into the company for a longer term, new biotech firms’
venture is full of risk. One of our interviewees comments, “unless you have a big boss
to support you, such as the Runtex Financial Corp. to TaiMed, the state’s promise is
not very reliable” (interview data)109.
If the state fund is not reliable, the venture capital in Taiwan is even worse. One
of our interviewees said, “How can you trust venture capital? It may come into your
company and then go just for few months. Our company was listed in the emerging
stock market two years ago, some venture capital came in by personal relations.
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However, almost over half of them sold the stocks in few weeks after our company’s
stock was listed. They make over 100 % of profits in a very short period of time.
These venture firms used their networks to get information, jumped around the market
and just wanted to make quick money. How can you imagine that kind of venture
capital can help your company to develop?”
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The same comment also clearly expressed by another CEO, as he said,

“Taiwan’s venture capital is not like its counterpart in the U.S. where it would
like to invest in brand new ideas and new innovations. Once there is good idea, many
venture capital firms would jump in to nurture the firm at its seed stage. But there are
very few, or almost none of Taiwanese venture capitals would like to do the same.
They would like to invest into firms that already have good products, make quick
money for one of two years, then sell the stocks and then look for other profitable
targets. Venture capital will not invest you for too long, nor at its seed stage, this is
the situation that Taiwanese biotech firms have faced.”

111

Indeed, Taiwanese venture capital firms tend to invest firms in the taking off
stage rather than on the seed stage. As a result, venture capital is of little help to the
emergence of new biotech firm. As the above three cases have shown, these biotech
firms have depended much on own savings and friends in the professional circle to
find necessary capital which is very different from the counterpart in the U.S. where
venture capital is essential for new firms in biotech. Therefore, the CEO of Boston
Investment, Dr.Wu Ding Kai, vividly describes, due to the high risk nature of biotech
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firm, “In Taiwan, there are three Fs that will invest into a biotech firm at its seed
stage: there are family, friend, and fools.”

4-3

Marketing

As has been discussed above, the insertion of Taiwanese biotech firms into the
global division of labor of biopharmaceutical industry seems to become the dominate
pattern of the development of Taiwan’s biopharmaceutical industry. Taiwanese
industrial structure does not support its firms to pursue for a vertically integrated
pharmaceutical industry. It nevertheless fits this ‘insertion’ pattern very well112.

This kind of insertion is very different from the marketing strategy which
conventional pharmas have undertaken. Instead, science firms’ CEOs are already in
the global science communities who have global networks at hands through which
they can use the network channels to explore the possibility of selling their candidate
drugs for further clinical trials. Or they can contact directly to those giant pharmas to
explore the possibility of buying the candidate drug. Because the products are based
on the results of frontier scientific research, therefore, the market exchange has to go
through very strict and stringent checks by counter scientists of the buyer firms. This
kind of marketing therefore cannot be based on guanxi as did of the conventional
pharmas, it is based on very rational calculation in the market exchange.

4-4

Sources of Knowledge
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For example, PharmaEngine sold its candidate drugs for pancreatic cancer and stomach cancer,
PEP02, to an US pharma, Merrimack in 2011. PharmaEngine gained USD$220million patent fee in
this transaction which was 87 times of its investment
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Developing new drugs is a knowledge intensive industry, which needs advanced
science knowledge, therefore most of the founders of Taiwan’s new biotech firms
have Ph.D. degree and work experiences in major biotech firms in the U.S.. The
returnees are the major human resources of the new industry. Besides the above three
cases, we use the example of PharmaEngine

to illustrate. The CEO of

PharmaEngine, Dr. Yeh, Chang Ching, has a Ph.D. degree on medicine of South
Carolina in the U.S., and had long term work experience in Millennium Pharma of the
US for over 30 years up to the position of vice president of that company before he
returned to Taiwan. Now, PharmaEngine has only 17 employees, but most of them
had worked for well known pharmas like Novartis, Merck before they joined
PharmaEngine. Of this 17 employees, 10 of them are in R&D department, among
them 7 have Ph.D. degree and 3 had MA degree (Interview data)113.

The personnel

composition of this company thus is totally different from the conventional pharma.
In fact, the company is based on scientific research teams, thus their knowledge
mainly gained from advanced researches and processing new knowledge from the
global scientific community.
In addition, many of our cases have established a very strong consulting team for
the company to gain new frontier knowledge. The most famous example in our case is
TaiMed Biologics. The main target that TaiMed is endeavoring to develop is a
inhibitor for HIV/AIDS. In fact, TaiMed Biologics has been dedicated to develop
inhibitor HIV since its inception, by the introduction of world renown biotech
scientists, Dr. David Ho (

), from Genentech (TMB-355), and he has involved
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Interview. TP1012, Nov 2012, Taipei.
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very deeply in the process of the development of this new drug. Now, the new drug,
called, ibalizumab, has completed the second phase of clinical trial, Dr. Ho again
helped the company to gain financial support from the Bill Gates Foundation for
further trail and research. Dr. Ho is of course an invaluable asset for TaiMed
Biologics to gain new knowledge and international recognition through his high
profile networks.

6, Discussion and Conclusion:
This paper asks questions regarding the role of social capital in the creation and
management of the conventional pharmaceutical and biotech industry. We assume
that bonding social capital plays an important role in the initial stage of capital
formation in both sectors of the pharmaceutical industry, while bridging social capital
is more important to the biotech sector.

However, in the process of the firm’s

evolution, firms in both sectors of the pharmaceutical industry will be depended much
on bridging social capital to expand the market share. Furthermore, we assume that
due to the difference of knowledge type, biotech firms depend much more on
professional networks, that is bridging social capital than bonding social capital, than
does conventional pharmas in every aspect of the firm’s development.
As we have shown, the creation of a conventional pharma was just like a normal
SME in the 1950s or 1960s in Taiwan, the founder collected initial capital by his own
savings and from his friends and relatives. The founder did not receive too much
support from the state. He had to collect and run the company by his own effort. In
contrast, the new biotech firms were the product of state’s strategic development
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policy, they also were able to go gain initial capital investments from both the state’s
funding and big private capital. But interestingly, the ways in which these new
biotech firms gained the financial investments from public or private sources are all
related to personal networks, though these networks are of weak ties than strong ties
type.

Regarding to the corporate governance dimension, the conventional pharmas

tend to be family owned and now these firms have passed the ownership to the second
generation. In contrast, the biotech firms are very young and the corporate governance
pattern tends to become professionalized with little family firm’s features. Although
some of the biotech firms are heavily invested by private companies, the corporate
governance patter seems not to have family firm characteristics114.
Regarding the source of knowledge of both types of firm, because the founders
of conventional pharma tended not to have professional background, their sources of
knowledge therefore were either provided by the founders’ existing social networks,
or by purposely building new networks, such as connecting to medical doctors or to
hire professional to the company to run the business at the firms’ earlier stage.
However, in the process of evolution, the firms’ knowledge become much depended
on their own R&D or gained license from foreign companies. In contrast, most of the
founders of biotech science firm come from professional circle who have Ph.D.
degrees and have work experiences in major pharmas in the U.S.. Even the founder
comes from other sectors, he/she tended to be persuaded by an idea that is proposed
by a Ph.D. who has strong background on drug development.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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These biotech firms

The biggest private investor of biotechnologyin Taiwan is Runtex Financial Corp., owned by Yin
YanLiang. He has invested over NTD$4 billion on biotech industry, almost equal to the investment
of the National Development Fund’s NTD$4.6 billion, Wealth Magazine, 416(Jan-17-2013).
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tend to have strong professional networks in supporting the company, usually by the
channels of building up consulting teams as to access the most recent knowledge
development in the frontier areas. Both conventional and biotech firms depend on
professional knowledge to run the firms, which shows the strong feature of bridging
social capital in the networks. Nonetheless, the case in biotech has shown much
stronger features of knowledge community, or epistemic community, due to the
founder’s own professional networks. In contrast, the founder of conventional pharma
had to link to others to get access to the epistemic community in order to access the
knowledge. It clearly shows that bridging social capital plays an very important role
in knowledge creation and accession in both cases.
Regarding the marketing strategy, the conventional pharmas use two channels to
do the marketing. One was media advertisement and the other was by direct contacts
by sales representatives with medical doctors in hospitals. The latter tended to use
very traditional guanxi manner to expand the pharma’s market share. However, as the
National Health Insurance Program was established in the early 1990s, this type of
guanxi system has been replaced by market competition. In contrast to the
conventional pharmas, the new biotech firms are inserted in the global value chain of
the biotechnology industry. They become the R&D centers for big global
pharmaceutical firms. The biotech science firms have their specific networks in
negotiating with global big pharmas to buy the patents of their candidate drugs. The
biotech firms’ scale is global whereas the conventional pharmas’ is local. Market
exchange is the principle of marketing in biotech industry.
The above differences between conventional pharmas and newly emerging
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biotech firms can be shown in table 3:

Table 3: Comparison of Conventional and Biotech Pharma

Initial capital

Conventional

Biotech

Mainly from own savings, relatives
and friends; Family owned

Most from own savings, friends,
venture capital, private capital; Some
from the National Development Fund

(bonded social capital)
Sources of
knowledge

Marketing

(mainly bridging social capital)

Depend on others: professional
clients, foreign firms

Returnees themselves, and
professional networks

(Bridging social capital)

(Bridging social capital)

Media, Guanxi and to arm-length
market exchange

Mainly arm-length market exchange

Sources: By authors

The comparison of the conventional and new biotech pharmas shows that the
knowledge difference certainly has created variations in firm’s behavior in the aspects
of initial capital collection, marketing, and knowledge learning. In which, bridging
social capital overwhelmingly plays much important role in biotech pharma than does
in conventional pharma. However, even so, we have observed that even in the highly
professional new drug development area, personal relations or social networks still
are important in getting touch the source of capital, information, and knowledge. This
is not much different from the cases of the conventional pharma. This leads to one of
our concerns of this project: whether the Chinese firms, disregard the knowledge level,
share some common cultural features in economic behavior? Our study seems to
show both yes and no. Nonetheless, using personal networks, birding social capital,
to get access to invaluable resources seem to be the rule in Taiwanese firms’
economic behavior.
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1, Introduction
Recent discussions on the economic role of the state have focused on two major
issues: the first is the effect of globalization on the role of the state; the second is the
transformation of the developmental states in East Asia due to the double pressures of
democratization and globalization processes. In the first stream of the debate, some
argued that globalization process has created economic integration and social
relations across borders, state capacity and institutional capability have been largely
constrained (Ohmae, 1990; Reich, 1992). Still there are some scholars argue that the
state’s role is transformed rather than constrained, because the state is still one of the
major actors in the domestic economy that is responsible for the modification of the
impacts of global process against the domestic society (Mann, 1997; Weiss, 1998,
2005). As Weiss (2005) argues, “if we combine both long-run and contemporary
trends, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that globalization is reinforcing and, in
some important respects, augmenting the role of territorially-based institutions.”
(2005:346). Or in terms of scaling politics, Brenner (1999), Jessop (2002) also argue
the state in the globalized world, has been de-territorialized and re-territorialized to
strengthen its economy’s competitiveness.
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In terms of the debate on the role of the developmental state in East Asia, many
have argued that the state’s role is declined due to the changes of geopolitical
environment, globalization processes, and domestic politics (Kim, 1999; Dent, 2003;
Radice, 2008; Wong, 2009). Nevertheless, Chu (2009) uses the case of ICT
(information and communication technologies) industries to illustrate that the
“Korean state continues to play a developmental role by providing leadership and
arbitrating differences”, and successfully promoted those Korean industries to be the
leaders in the world market.
Indeed, the above two streams have recognized the impacts of globalization and
democratization on the role of the state to the economy. This paper agrees that the
transformation of the state does not necessary mean the decline of the state, it rather
indicates that the state has to adapt to new environment and readjust itself to new
globalized world. In the globalized world, the segmentation of global value chain on
specific industry, for example the auto, the semiconductor, or the biopharmaceutical
industry which this paper is focused on, has created a global production network that
links firms in various places of the world together to produce a specific product (Ernst,
2004, 2005; Breznitz, 2007; Wang, and Lee, 2007). Through these global networks, a
new international division of labor has been created that is different from the former
North-leading and South-following pattern. Now due to the abundance of cheap
talents in the developing countries, a new global innovation network has been formed,
in which many segments of the innovation works are performed in the developing
countries, if the latter are able to grab the windows of opportunities. Globalization of
the segmentation of value chain indeed has created new opportunity for the state to
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adapt to new environment to facilitate its competitiveness in the new world market
(Breznitz, 2007). As Weiss (2005) observes, “there is strong evidence that in the
contemporary period the growth of the state has gone hand-in-hand with the rise of
global corporations and multilateral institutions, and that these contemporary global
networks remain intimately entwined with the domestic structures of nation states”
(p.346).
Thus, the state remains important in restructuring its economy. The question
however is not whether the state’s role has declined, but how the state has been
reformed and transformed to adapt to the new globalized environment. In the East
Asian context, the issues also relate to how the states transformed from helping the
economies changing from catch-up to innovation-based stages as well as from
labor-intensive to knowledge based economies.

As being well-known that the nature

of the innovation-based economy is highly uncertain and involved risky investments,
which state bureaucrats may not have sufficient frontier knowledge in making
adequate decisions to lead the economy as they did in the catch-up era. Thus, state
decision making process will be very different from that of the developmental state
model in which there involved a coherent bureaucracy with strong leadership (cf.
Johnson, 1982; Amsden, 1989; Wade, 1990; Onis, 1991; Woo-Cummings, 1999).
Instead, we will argue that when developing an innovation-based industry, the state
tends to learn the best practice from abroad (Gertler, 2001) and transform itself into a
platform builder that links various actors together to foster the emergence of the
industry, which involves the dilution of state leadership to become an
innovation-based industrial facilitator and enabler.
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We will also argue, this

transformation is an evolutionary process which involves a process of learning and
adaptation where the effect of state policy is not certain due to the uncertainty nature
of the innovation-based industry. In this paper, we will use the Taiwanese state’s
promotion of the biopharmaceutical industry to illustrate how the state transforms and
adapts to new global competition in facilitating the formation of an frontier
knowledge based industry.
2, Towards an innovative state
The developmental state model is well-known for its explanatory power in
accounting for East Asian catch-up economies. It however has difficulty to explain
the transition of these economies towards building frontier innovation-based
industries. On the one hand, in the catch-up stage, state bureaucrats have better
knowledge base to build certain roadmaps learned from advanced countries in order
to transform the local economy (Amsden, 1989; Wade, 1990). However, in promoting
innovation- based economy, what state bureaucrats can do is to learn from advanced
countries the best practice (Gertler, 2001) and adapt it to the local institutional
conditions, it is therefore a learning and evolutionary process that involves a high
degree of uncertainty.
On the other hand, as comparing with the former catch-up stage when the regime
was based on authoritarian rule and state bureaucrats had much higher degree of
autonomy to monitor the economy (Evans, 1995; Weiss and Hobson, 1995; Onis,
1991), this type of state autonomy does not exist in the innovation-based economy
period when the regime becomes democratic. The state therefore has to become
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supporter and enabler rather than that of a top-down leader to promote the
innovation-based industry. In doing this, as Wong (2004) stresses that the state’s role
in developing the highly innovative industry has to adapt to the features suitable for
this industry: principally to streamline policies among state bureaucracies in order to
achieve effective coordination; to build R&D collaboration in fostering learning
through interaction; and to enhance competition in strengthening innovation (Wong,
2004: 495).
In the age of globalization when the segmentation of the value chain has become
a world trend, there are multiple entry points which the states of advanced developing
economies can pursue to build linkages with global networks to involve into
innovation- based industries. As Breznitz (2007: 29) argues, the state can use its
science and technology (S&T) policy to pursue innovation activities in individual
segments of a particular industry, rather than for the industry as a whole. The state can
be viewed as consisting of multiple groups of bureaucracy, each with unique
capabilities and embedded in society to pursue innovation within those segments (p.
24). In order to develop those innovation-based industries, Breznitz (2007: 29) also
maintains that the state “should focus on motivating private agents to work in these
areas and to collaborate with one another and with the state.” Similar to Wong (2010),
Breznitz argues that because the market is not well-developed and the production is
fragmented in the rapidly innovation-based industry, the state need to develop the
capacity to innovate, moreover it “needs to be able to change its role from that of
initiator and leader to that of a supporting actor” (p. 16).
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Based on the above views, this paper further argues that, in order to develop the
innovation-based industry, the state in advanced developing countries cannot replicate
its past successful model that was based on catching up approach. Instead, it has to
become an innovation facilitator. Specifically, the state should emphasize the creation
of an innovation milieu through various S&T policies; moreover, state agencies
should act as flexible facilitating agents, motivate potential private agents to work and
develop broadly-defined and open-ended collaborations that facilitate knowledge
flows, and induce the formation of multiplexed networks among the domestic and
international R&D, financial and production networks.
This type of platform builder, as an innovative state, has the following
institutional characteristics. First, because the former development state model lacks
of the experiences in promoting frontier knowledge and technologies, the states
therefore tend to learn the best practice (Gertler, 2001) from external sources,
especially on the institutional building from advanced countries to promote
innovation. Currently, the national system of innovation (Lundvall, 1992; Nelson,
1993), the Silicon Valley model (Saxenian, 1994), or the national competitiveness
model (Porter, 1990) have become the classic cases that state officials want to learn.
In order to learn from abroad, the community of practice is the vehicle for institutional
transfer. “Communities of practice are groups of individuals informally bound
together by shared expertise and a common problem. ...In essence, communities of
practices are seen as the principal mechanism through which tacit knowledge relating
to which ‘best practices’ may be spread throughout large, including multi-locational
organizations” (Gertler, 2001: 18). Therefore, in terms of specific industry, such as
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biotechnology, the state not only seeks to find experts from communities of practice
abroad, but also ask them to help to build the global-local scientific networks as to
facilitate the knowledge flow and creation. In other words, in order to promote
innovation-based industry, the state bureaucracy needs to build multiple ties with and
embeddedness within industry both locally and globally.
Second, the state uses resources leverage tools on the targeted innovation-based
industries in order to promote those strategically important industries. The policy
initiation and implementation are not very different from that in the former stage
which the developmental state model has pursued. The major differences lay in the
fact that the targeted industries now are innovation-based rather than mature ones, and
the knowledge is more frontier that is based more on science than technology
(Amsden and Tschang, 2003). It is therefore that the state depends very much on the
communities of practice to facilitate institutional buildings to foster the industry to
emerge, sometimes the resources might be put into wrong places where no significant
results can be produced. Nevertheless, without injecting abundant resources into the
targeted innovation-based industries, the state can hardly attract the scientists and
private firms to put into those highly uncertain ventures.
Third, the state has to become an assemble of flexible agents to facilitate the
formation of multiplexed networks among the domestic and international financial and
production networks, and thereby build up innovation-based industries (Breznitz 2007,
pp. 29-31). Different from the former developmental state model, where strong and
coherent leadership is necessary, this type of state’s flexibility is shown in its various
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state agencies that could act as facilitating agents to motivate private agents as much
as possible to develop broadly defined and open-ended collaborations. It is therefore
taking the heterarchial or policentrical, than hierarchical, form of coordination.
Fourth, the state’s promotion of the new innovation-based industry also has the
ingredient of market augmentation. Although innovation-based industries always
involve high degree of scientific elements, they need to be commercialized in order to
become profit-making industries. The state, as in the former stage, has to help the
private companies to expand their linkages with the world market and to expand the
market share (Amsden, 1989). In doing this, the state may facilitate the global- local
linkages via commercial exhibitions, forming strategic alliance among firms in
various areas in the world in order to match or create market demand.

In other

words, the state’s policy is directed at “improving the ability of the private sector to
solve coordination problems and overcome other market imperfection” (Aoki, 1996:
2).
Fifth and finally, the state’s transformation is a learning process that involves
path dependency features. Indeed, the transformation of the state’s role cannot occur
in a vacuum and without country-specific contexts. State bureaucrats learn from
abroad the best practice and their past experiences to adapt to specific
innovation-based industries. Even if there are some degrees of institutional change,
many existing elements that are inherited from the past are recombined and
reconfigured with new ones. Institutional change, as Campbell (2004) argues, is a
process of recombination, referred to as ‘bricolage’, in which existing institutions
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provide the tool kit or repertoire that actors are able to modify. In this sense, we can
suggest that the state’s transformation is not a process starting from scratch, but is
rather one that tailors the existing elements to blend with new ingredients into a new
one. As such, the development of this state form is an evolutionary process that
involves learning and power restructuring as well as an trial and error procedure.
In sum, the platform builder view of the innovative state argues that the state is
learning toward promoting innovation-based industries by facilitating the formation of
global-local linkages and networks, adapting new institutions from abroad into the
locality, construct alliance to generate market demands for the private firms. In doing
so, however, the state’s capability is in the process of learning and evolution. It may
fail and then re-learn from the past experiences due to the lacking of knowledge in
generating innovation-based industry. As Wong (2010) argue, East Asian states’
pursue for promoting the highly uncertain biotechnological industry is a ‘betting’,
without having a clear roadmap to follow. The state’s roles are mainly to mitigate
uncertainty and managing risks.

Now, we turn to the story of Taiwanese state’s

transformation in promoting the emergence of biopharmaceutical industry with the
attitude of ‘betting’ and its evolving road toward a platform builder.
3, Taiwan insert into the global biopharmaceutical industry

The process of developing a new drug, from its discovery, to USFDA approval
and to marketing is a long process which involves basic scientific research in the
initial stage, clinical trials in the middle stage and marketing in the final stage. During
the past three decades, owing to the molecular revolution, the drug discovery process
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has dramatically changed through which the organization of the bio-pharmaceutical
industry has also been greatly transformed (Nightingale and Mahdi 2006; Pisano 2006;
Dosi and Mazzucato, 2006). By the support of institutional reforms in the U.S. in the
1980s, many scientists were allowed to establish new firms to engage solely in R&D
as well as to sell their research results to big pharmaceutical firms before clinical
trials

were

performed

(Dosi

and

Mazzucato

2006;

Pisano

2006).

A

vertically-disintegrated industrial structure was created (Nightingale and Mahdi 2006,
pp. 76). Moreover, due to the low cost consideration, these big firms have strong
incentive to outsource their R&D activities to firms inside or outside of the U.S., such
as those from Israel, Ireland, India, China, Korea and Taiwan, and so on. This
transformation of the global pharmaceutical industry has created a window of
opportunity for the late industrializing countries to enter this new science-based
industrial arena.

Since the 1980s, there has been an euphoria world-wide about the development
of biotechnology, which was regarded as the robust industry that might trigger new
industrial revolution. Having been influenced by the global tendency to promote
biotechnology, the Taiwanese state also began to regard biotechnology as one of its
pillar industries in the early 1980s. Nevertheless, the industry achieved only a very
small degree of success before the new millennium (Wang, et al, 2012). It was only
from the mid-1990s when the state passed the “Biotech Action Plan (1995)” that the
state’s determination was felt and the biotechnology industry began to take off.
Currently, many new science-based firms have been created and a number of new
drugs are undergoing clinical trials and are in the process of receiving U.S. patents.
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The general pattern has been that Taiwanese new small science firms do the R&D and
then sell the results to global giant pharmaceutical firms for royalty fees. The total
revenue of biotechnology115 industries has increased from NTD$ 110.9 billion in
2002 to NTD$ 240.3 billion in 2011; among these subcategories, biopharmaceutical
industry has increased from NTD$ 54.1 billion (=USD $1.8 billion) in 2002 to NTD$
73.9 billion (=USD $2.5 billion) in 2011, which is over three-folds (table 1).
Although this achievement is not as dazzling as that of Taiwanese semiconductor
industry (Mathews and Cho 2000), it indicates that the state has moved ahead in
transforming itself to be able to engage in this highly uncertain and innovative
industry; it however has not been able to create excellent results as compared to that
of semiconductor. We will discuss how the state learnt to promote this
biopharmaceutical industry first, and then discuss why it has not been able to create
admirable results.
Table 1:

Revenue of Biotechnology, by sector

Unit: NTD Billion
2
002
Emerging
Biotech*

003
2

5.0

Pharmaceutic
al

Sum

2

5

Medical

7

8

7
3.9

9
2.8

2

6
7.1

2.5

2.5
2

6

7

7
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3.3

0.0

9.0
1

5

6

7
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8.0

9.0

4.9
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6

6
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6

5
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8.3

6.0

9.0
1

4

6

5

2
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3.4

2.4

0.4
1

3

6

4

2
006

8.6

0.2

0.6
1

3

6

3
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4.3

1.4

1.8

2
004

9.6

4.1

Device

2

9
9.3

2

2
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In Taiwan state’s version, the biotechnology industry includes three sub-categories: emerging
biotech industry, biopharmaceutical, and medical device. Therefore, the figures include all three
subcategories’ financial input.
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10.9

31.6

44.9

60.0

79.1

91.2

01.0

10.5

28.6

40.3

Sources: DCB (2012)
*Emerging biotech industry specifically indicates “those industries that use biotechnology to
develop and manufacturing products”, which can be agricultural, biochemical, bio-food,
bio-environmental and bio-service industries.

4, The state and bio-pharmaceutical industry
The state’s transformation from a leader to a platform builder mainly has been
shown in the following features: learning from abroad the best practice, resource
leverage, formation of multiplex networks, market augmentation, and path
dependency.

We discuss them respectively as follows.

4.1 Learning the best practice from abroad
The way in which Taiwan learnt the best practice from abroad was mainly by
recruiting scientists from overseas back to Taiwan to build the institutional
infrastructure and the biopharmaceutical industry itself.

Based on the former

successful experience, Taiwanese state recruited prominent overseas scientists who
would return to Taiwan to facilitate the development of biotechnology. The first one
was Dr. Cheng-Wen Wu (

), a prominent specialist in virus oncology who

returned to Taiwan in 1988 to serve as the director of the Institute of Biomedical
Sciences at Academia Sinica. The second was the return of the Nobel Laureate
Yuan-Tseh Lee (

), who was then a professor at the University of California at

Berkeley, to serve as the president of the prestigious Academia Sinica in 1994. The
return of these prominent scientists had a great impact, because they continued to
recruit and attract even more prominent scientists to return. The current president
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(2006-) of Academia Sinica, Dr. Chi-Huey Wong (

), who is an internationally

renowned specialist in bioorganic and synthetic chemistry, was recruited by Lee to
work at the Genomics Research Center in 2000. These people’s social networks had a
snowball effect and attracted even more biotech people working in the U.S. both in
academic and industry to return. These scientists had a great impact on the
development of biotechnology, and helped to amend many out-of-dated laws and
regulations.
Second, due to the return of these prominent scientists, the state continued to
revise its biotechnology policies and make new suitable laws for developing
innovation. From 1997 on, the state has held a “Strategic Conference on the
Biotechnology Industry” on an annual basis, which gathered together both local and
overseas scientists, as well as firms and state bureaucrats, to discuss issues related to
the development of biotechnology. The status of the annual conference had been
largely elevated since 2005 when it was singled out to become the “Strategic Consular
Committee for Biotechnology” under the Science Advisory Group of the Executive
Yuan. More generally, learning from the Bayh-Dole Act of the U.S. (1980) to release
the R&D capability to the industry, Taiwanese version was passed in 1999 as the
“Fundamental Science and Technology Act” that allowed state sponsored researches
to generate profits for their own benefits. This in consequence gave more freedom to
university professors and researchers to sell their patents to industry, intending to link
R&D with industry more closely as to generate innovative products to the market.
In addition, the newest law that was made was the Biopharmaceutical Act of
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2007, which was the single most important law that had ever been designed for a
specific industry. This act recognizes the fact that developing a new drug is so
different from the activities of an industrial manufacturing firm that many tax
incentives have been extended to help deferring the expenses of R&D activities, of
recruiting university professors (they were also given a certain degree of freedom to
collaborate with private firms), of allowing university professors to create their own
venture capital firms, and of purchasing expensive R&D equipment, etc.
Still further, the state’s strategy in promoting the biopharmaceutical industry was
also based on creating related science park to generate cluster effect in promoting
innovation. Taiwan’s learning experience from the U.S. has been successful in
imitating Silicon Valley to establish the Hsin-Chu Science-based Industrial Park. In
promoting the biopharmaceutical industry, the state also intended to learn from the
U.S., not only from the Silicon Valley, but also from the Boston Biotech Cluster
and the North Carolina Biotechnology Center where frontier innovation in
biotechnology are promoted. These clusters are so-called “the triple helix” model
(Etzkowitz, 2003) that emphasizes the cooperation among university, industry and
government which would generate interactive learning that is essential for innovation
(Lundvall, 1992; Bathelt et al., 2004; Malmberg and Maskell, 2002; Maskell, 2005).
The above cases provide blueprints for Taiwanese state later to build new
research-based science parks in the late 1990s, including Tainan Science-based
Industrial Park, and Nankang Software Park.
Finally, learning from the U.S., the state also set up Taiwan Food and Drug
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Administration (TFDA) in 2010 to streamline the former separated agencies that were
responsible for different type of functions on food and drug risk evaluation. Before
the setup of TFDA, the evaluation of new drugs, new medical devices, and health
technology assessment were done by the Bureau of Food and Drug Evaluation under
the Department of Health (DOH). In 1998, DOH established a Center for Drug
Evaluation specific for new drug evaluation. In 2010, the state further integrated the
original functional units for Food Safety, Drug Administration, Drug and Food
Evaluation, and Drug Regulation under DOH into the new TFDA to make Taiwan’s
institutional framework to be paralleled with the U.S. counterpart. Regarding the
evaluation of new drug, TFDA further established a new office in 2011, called the
Integrated Medicinal Products Review Office (iMPRO) to streamline the new drug
registration and evaluation processes as to speed up the review time period.
4.2 Resource leverage
The state’s financial supports for the biopharmaceutical industry are of three
types: injecting financial resources to the industry; inducing private venture firms to
this industry; and establishing new research institutes. First, since the implementation
of the “Biotech Action Plan” in 1995, the state has channeled more financial
resources into this biotech industry than it did before. The main strategies have been
to subsidize firms’ R&D expenses, provide tax incentives and low interest rates for
lending, and induce venture capital to support the biotech industry. The level of
state’s direct financial support increased from NT$ 6.7 billion in 1997 to NT$ 21.5
billion (approximately US$ 660 million) in 2006, and to NT$ 38.5 billion
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(approximately US$ 1.28 billion) or roughly a 5.7-fold increase (BPIPO, 2012).
Moreover, second, due to the limitation of state’s financial budget, the state also
encouraged private venture capital into this industry in order to promote new science
firms to emerge. The state’s actions include using tax incentives to induce capital to
invest in biotechnology, channeling resources from the Development Fund to induce
venture firms to collaborate with it, and enhancing the special projects that call for
collaboration between firms and universities. Take the 2009 Taiwan Biotech Take-off
programme as an example, the state has invested 40 per cent of the programme’s NT$
10 billion in the Biotechnology Venture Capital industry, which was to be executed
by a professional team. This indicates that privately-owned venture capital accounts
for the remaining 60 per cent of the public-private joint stake (DCB,2009). In short,
the Taiwan state has begun to experiment with a new approach in fostering venture
capital to work with R&D activities without controlling the decisions as to what
should be done with the investment. In this sense, the state is creating a platform to
generate possible collaboration for new knowledge. In 2010, there were NT$ 1.2
Billion that was injected into biopharmaceutical industry, composed 6% of all
investments, most of the funding still went to electronics and semiconductor
industries (TVCA, 2013)116.
Third, the state established many research institutes to help to construct the
industry. As occurred in the former stage, Taiwanese state imitated its successful
story of promoting semiconductor industry by creating the Development Center for
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Taiwan Venture Capital Association (TVCA), http://www.tvca.org.tw/index.php, download at:
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Biotechnology (DCB) in 1984 with the mission of creating and disseminating

knowledge to firms. Therefore, according its website’s statement, “DCB's mission is
to accelerate the development of Taiwan's biotech-pharma industry, by accomplishing
the main objectives of building infrastructures, developing key technologies,
promoting cooperation and industrialization, and training talented workforces, in
coordination with governmental, industrial, and academic institutions.”117 However,
as many have argued, because new drugs are very difficult to develop, even when
they had been developed, the new candidate drugs still needed to undergo a long
period of pre-testing and clinical trials before they could be approved and
commercialized 118 . Thus, the DCB could not function well as ITRI did to the
semiconductor industry.
Moreover, in order to face the challenge of the emerging biotechnology industry,
ITRI also established “Biomedical Engineering Center” in 1998, which later
reorganized into “Biomedical Technology and Device Laboratories” in 2010.
Different from pure scientific research, ITRI’s biomedical research aims at more
applied and engineer spheres as to differentiate from DCB’s, intends to “to capitalize
on the Institute’s multi-domain engineering expertise, integrating Taiwan’s
superiority in the fields of electronics, informatics, optical, materials and
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DCB’s Website: http://www.dcb.org.tw/en_aboutus.aspx, download at: 2013/06/10
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In Taiwan, most of the public research institutions, such as the DCB, receive funding
mainly from the state and face fierce competition for national resources. Because developing
new drugs is a time-consuming process, the DCB has to have academic research publications
to show its performance in the meantime. Over time, the publication of academic papers has
replaced the original raison d’etre of the DCB, which was to function as a mediating institute.
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high-precision manufacturing”.119 Therefore it focused much on biomedical device
than on basic research.
In addition, the state also set up many research institutes to facilitate the frontier
biotechnology research. The most important one was the establishment of the
National Health Research Institutes (NHRI) which learnt from the U.S.’ National
Institute of Health to do basic and applied medical research. The project was initiated
in 1988, and finally launched in 1994.

NHRI’s first president was Dr. Wu

Cheng-wen, it moved to Hsin-chu Science-based Industrial Park in 2004. Another
case was the establishment of the Genomics Research Center (GRC) in Academic
Sinica. The first director of the center was Dr. Wong Chi-huey, who was elected to be
the president of Academia Sinica in 2007.

The major focus of GRC’s research is to

understand genes associated diseases and their functions, in the hope to discover and
develop new diagnosis tools and new therapeutic strategies. The Academia Sinica
also established an incubation center in Nankang Software Park to encourage the
formation new science firms in order to link scientific research with industry.
All and all, the state’s resources leverage has been intended to facilitate the
emergence of the biotechnology industry (Wong, 2005). However, there were many
institutes that were pursuing and competing for the resources. Therefore, how to
streamline the competing agencies has been a difficult issue for the post-authoritarian
state.
4.3 Formation of multiplex networks
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In the post-authoritarian and democratic stage, Taiwanese state has lost its
centralized coordination capability in decision making. Many state functions have
been decentralized and devolved to various state agencies. Promoting the
biotechnology industry thus faced a decentralized and un-coordinated situation. As
Wong (2005) observed in the early 2000s, there were a large number of state research
agencies that were doing the similar works and competing among themselves for state
funding. These agencies include Academia Sinica, the Ministry of Education, the
National Science Council, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Council of
Agriculture, the Ministry of Finance, the Environmental Protection Administration,
the DCB, ITRI, the Department of Health, and the National Health Research Institute.
In order to coordinate those diverse agencies, a task force was formed in 1996 which
comprised government officials as well as academic and research-based organizations,
to streamline the work of the diverse units: this was the Biotechnology and
Pharmaceutical Industries Promotion Office (BPIPO). However, the BPIPO seemed
not work well afterward, the uncoordinated situation had not improved much.
According to Wong’s observation, “the model of biotechnology development in
Taiwan is akin to a jazz band – several different instruments ‘doing their own thing’
(Wong, 2005: 179)”.
By recognizing the chaotic organizational feature, the state once again
strengthened the BPIPO’s function and assembled all the related departments of the
state to form a “one-stop-service for the biotechnology industry” office under the
Ministry of Economic Affairs to reduce the coordination problems in December of
2001. Also, in 2009, the state announced the “Biotech Take-off Action Plan” that
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aimed to enhance the industrial value of biotechnology and streamline the division of
labor among state agencies. This Action Plan decided to form a supra venture capital,
promote

integrated

incubation

center,

create

the

TFDA,

and

restructure

medicine-related laws to fit international standard. Under this Action Plan, the
National Science Council is responsible for frontier scientific research, the Ministry
of Economic Affairs is responsible for mid-stream industrialization, and the TFDA is
responsible for the downstream review and approval mission. All the applications
have to go through the BPIPO’s “one-stop-service for the biotechnology industry”
office. It seems that only at this stage, after almost 15 years that the state has
accomplished the re-assembling work for various state agencies to promote the
biotechnology industry.
In the meantime, as many prominent overseas scientists returned to Taiwan, they
not only contribute to the creation of the industry, but also link Taiwanese firms to the
global market. For example, the founder of Genelabs Technologies120 returned to
Taiwan to found Genelabs Taiwan and received the investment from the National
Development Fund, in 2002 it renamed as Genovate. This was the first returnee case
in biopharmaceutical industry. Other cases such as TaiGen Biotechnology, which was
founded in 2001 by returnees and dedicated to new drug development, and similarly
another case, TaiMed Biologics was also founded by returnees in 2007 and received a
large amount of investment from the government that was dedicated to AIDS New
Drug discovery (Chen, 2008). These newly-established science firms have been
engaging in exploratory research that targets at specific diseases. Once they are able
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The Genelabs Technologies was found at Boston in 1984 and was listed at NASDAQ in 1991.
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to obtain the experimental results either during or before the stage of the pre-clinical
tests, they then tend to sell the results to big global Pharmas to gain royalty fees
(Tseng, 2008). Indeed, these newly-emerging science firms have much closer linkages
with global Pharmas than do with domestic firms. This case shows clearly how
Taiwanese firms utilize the fragmentation of global value chain to insert into the
global networks.
4.4 Market augmentation
The development of Taiwan’s biopharmaceutical industry suffers from two
major related weaknesses: the first one is the weakness of Taiwan’s industrial
structure.

Therefore, even when those small science firms developed candidate

drugs, they could only be sold to global firms; the above feature has also enhanced the
tendency in which most of the resources were devoted to frontier research that results
in the lacking of marketable products. These features all relate to the fact that Taiwan
is a small market that has difficulty to nurture an industry that is based on frontier
knowledge. However, the improving relationship between China and Taiwan since
President Ma Ying-jeou took over power in 2008 has opened the window that the
industry has hoped for to establish scale economies.

Now, the state plays the role of

market creator to augment the interest of the industry.
There are two programs that Taiwanese state have been negotiating with China
in order to enhance Taiwanese industry’s share in its market. The first one is the
“Bridging Program” promoted by the Ministry of Economic Affairs since November
of 2008. The purpose of the program is to bridge the industries across Taiwanese
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Strait to work together in order that Taiwanese firms would be able to penetrate into
the Chinese market and Chinese firms would also be able to learn knowledge from
Taiwanese side. Fifteen industries were selected by both sides, including the
development of new drug based on Chinese traditional herbs. The agreement involve:
join development on new products, construct market channels, protect property rights,
set industrial standard, build evaluation system and certification mechanism, etc.
Various conferences from both sides have taken place ever since. Regarding the
development of new Chinese Herb drugs, both sides also signed the agreement that
included join development of new drugs and help Taiwanese firms to build market
channels in China’s market121.
Moreover, via series of Cross Strait Summit, held annually by both Association
for Relations Across the Taiwan Straits (Taiwan side) and the Straits Exchange
Foundation (China side), an “Agreement on Cross Strait Medical and Health
Cooperation” was signed in 2010, that involved many important issues, including
public heath, disease control, medicine import and export control, and most
importantly for our purpose, helping Taiwan to use Chinese market to pursue for
global excellence.
Owning to its enormous size, Chinese market is one that has attracted the
attention of global pharmas. It is especially attractive to Taiwanese firms due to its
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small market size. Therefore, if both sides of the Taiwan Strait are able to cooperate,
especially when China wanted to build its own new drug evaluation system that under
its own control, Taiwanese firms are going to have a window of opportunity to
expand its capability not only in the frontier new drug development stage, but also can
extend it to clinical tests, production and marketing.

This is the hope benefiting for

both sides, Taiwanese state now is helping the industry to realize the China dream and
expand the market share.
As

the

result

of

state’s

promotion,

in

2011,

Taiwan’s

emerging

biopharmaceutical had over 400 firms, with a total revenue of NT$ 73.9 billion
(=US$ 2.5 billion), of which many were created by overseas returnees from the U.S.
(DCB, 2012); and almost all of them were small- and medium-sized companies.
Many of these newly-emerging biotech firms were established from the late 1990s
onwards and were in the biopharmaceutical field. As a whole, according to the state’s
perception of biotechnology, which include also pharmaceutical and medical device,
all the subsector has increased rapidly, including biopharmaceutical.
5, Path dependency and its effects
As a whole, the development of biopharmaceutical industry has not been able to
achieve an eye catching result as the semiconductor industry has done. It may due to
its very different industrial characteristics, such as the value chain is very long, based
much more on science than on technology, much higher level of risk, etc., but it also
relates to the fact that the state is not very familiar with promoting an innovationbased industry. Although the state learned from abroad and invited overseas scientists
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to come back to help to facilitate the formation of the new industry, the development
of this industry has been difficult and full of uncertainty. State officials tended to
follow the methods inherited from the former stage to facilitate the emergence of the
industry. As a result, a path dependency effect was created. The consequence has
been that the formation of a platform builder has been taken a long term process to
emerge. The evolutionary process can be shown in the following institutional features.
First, in the first stage of the promotion of biotechnology in the early 1980s, the
state still intended to lead the industry to develop. It set up the DCB, collaborated
with Sanofi Pasteur of France, and created two national champions firms to produce
vaccines for Hepatitis B and C. The state still wanted to lead, however, neither DCB
nor the firms were able to continue to develop state-of-the art products, finally the
project was finally terminated in 1995 (Wang, et al. 2012).
Second, the institutional mechanisms which the state learned from the U.S. still
lacked the elements that could take the risk of uncertainty into consideration in
facilitating frontier innovation. Indeed, by learning from the U.S., Taiwanese state
reformed its state structure to align with the innovation-based economy and encourage
the linkage of university with industry. However, the realignment only has the
outlook without having the content of risk taking. We can use two examples to
illustrate. Taiwan imitated the U.S. to establish venture capital market in order to
facilitate innovative start-ups. However, different from venture capital in the U.S. that
tends to invest in the initial stage of innovation when risks are high, Taiwanese
counterparts instead tended to invest in the mature stage when the products are ready
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to the market and profits is predictable. This creates the situation where most
investment at the initial stage of the start-ups was invested mainly by 3-Fs: friends,
family, and fools122. For another, although Taiwan has established TFDA in order to
streamline the review and evaluation process for the new drug, the review process
always takes a very long time. It is because the state officials and local scientists lack
of confidence, or lacking the spirit of innovation, in approving frontier products, they
therefore tend to wait for the USFDA results. As a consequence, Taiwanese firms
tend to apply directly to USFDA and skip the Taiwanese application, or use the
approval from USFDA to apply TFDA123.

One informant complains, “although the

situation has been improving in recent years, the speed still has been too slow. Our
TFDA is still too conservative, our standard also seem higher than that of the
U.S..whose attitude is much favorable for the industry, our’s is afraid of making
mistakes. Our local firms are wasting time to apply TFDA.”124
Third, similar to the above situation, although the state now encourages
innovation and entrepreneurship, the whole environment still lacks of innovation
spirit. On the one hand, most of the talents are concentrated in universities and
research institutes, they tend to stay at comfortable environment with little incentive
to create the private kingdom of their own. This has been due to the lacking of
incentive structure to induce professors and researchers to create their own
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enterprises125. This is because the Ministry of Finance has conflict of interest with the
Ministry of Economic Affairs on tax regulation that has largely reduced the incentive
structure. For example, one informant said, “The Ministry of Economic Affairs
promotes patent application and has given this a tax reduction reward; however, no
one has ever enjoyed it. Because according to our Fundamental Science and
Technology Act, patent belongs to the institutes, and individual still can enjoy the tax
incentive; however, the Ministry of Finance regard the patent belongs to the
institution rather than individual.”

126

Indeed, to transform from the developmental state to an innovative state has been
a long term process which involves institutional learning and evolution. Even when
new institutions are implemented, the old catch-up mentality will also not change
rapidly; therefore, state officials and local scientists tend to regard following others
are better and safe strategy, they dare not to take the risk of uncertainty and failure
which are the ingredients of innovation.
6, Discussion and Conclusion
Taking the advantage of the fragmentation of global value chain of the
biopharmaceutical industry, Taiwanese state intended to use this opportunity to
upgrade its economy from catching up to innovation stages. In doing so, the state has
gradually transformed from the leading to facilitating roles. This paper shows that this
facilitating role as a platform builder has four institutional characteristics: learning
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from abroad the best practice to implement compatible institutions to nurture
innovation industry; using the strategy of resource leverage to stimulate the
innovative industry to emerge; building multiplex networks to insert local firms to
global networks; augmenting the market size by negotiating with China to expand the
industry’s prospective future. This paper also shows that the state transformation has
been an evolutionary and learning process that has a path dependency effect, therefore,
the state’s promotion of biopharmaceutical industry has met many institutional
obstacles, especially the state officials’ resistance on risk taking that resulted in the
slowness of the evolution.
Our study of the state transformation from the developmental state to the
platform builder raises three issues that deserve to be discussed further: first, As a
platform builder, the state tends to let the related actors to build networks by
themselves without guidance. Whether this version of the state is much similar with
the neo-liberal state? The answer is no (Wang, et al., 2012: 495-6). Because the state
still has a clear aim to achieve, put resources to promote it, build global-local
networks, and create market for the industry. Therefore, it differs from the neo-liberal
state, in that it stresses the state’s policy priority in building a favorable environment
for and facilitating the emergence of frontier innovation and industry. The state is
enabling, but not guiding, the formation of the market (Wong, 2011).
Second, the building of the institutional platform to facilitate the industry to
emerge also raises the question of the coordination problem- one that is about the
effective allocation of productive resources (Wong, 2004:495). In the past, the
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developmental state had a clear leadership, owing to its authoritarian characteristics.
Now, in the democratic society, public opinions and special interests always penetrate
the state bureaucracy which leads to the incompetence of state bureaucrats. Wong,
(2004, 2005) observes, both Korean and Taiwanese state faced the problem of
coordination, which led to competition among ministries for the same goals and
wasteful of financial resources.

However, our case has shown that bureaucratic

coordination or governance in promoting an unfamiliar and uncertain industry needs a
process of learning, Taiwanese case shows that the chaotic situation has continued for
quite a long time until recently. However, this coordination is still not the ‘leadership’
type, but a hierarchical type with clear division of labor and coordinated by
collaborating ways.
Third, our case shows that even Taiwan has endeavored to develop frontier
innovation-based industry, in the end, however, the industry has to be inserted into the
global value chain controlled by big global Pharmas (also Breznitz, 2007). Now, those
new Taiwanese science firms only become the R&D centers for the global giants.
Taiwan still lacks the capability and capacity to create a whole value chain controlled
by itself. Of course, there is a debate whether an economy needs to establish an
industry that ranges from upstream to downstream. As some informants argue, if the
industry that focuses on R&D still can earn profit, which is good for the economy127.
But the problem is that this industry has used enormous amount of public funding,
enlarging private profit at the expense of public interest is not enough. Moreover, due
the nature of the knowledge intensive industry, this biopharmaceutical industry so far
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has attracted only very limited jobs and this tendency will continue for a period of
time. Therefore, whether this industry will create benefit to the economy as a whole is
questionable (cf. Chen and Wang, 2010; Wang, forthcoming). Although Taiwan has
indeed achieved certain degrees of success, the future development of
biopharmaceutical industry is still full of uncertainty. Taiwanese state is still in
betting!
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The purpose of this research project is to study the development of Taiwan’s
pharmaceutical industry. Taiwan’s pharmaceutical industry started in the 1930s, most
of the firms up till now are family owned and domestic market oriented. But on the
other hand, there has been a new development in the bio-pharmaceutical sector in
which most of the firms were created by returned scientists, they have frontier
knowledge, targeted at international market and gained resources from venture capital,
and most of all, the support from the state. The two sectors of the pharmaceutical
industry belong to separated worlds. This study will adopt the business history
approach to study the development of Taiwan’s pharmaceutical industry, by asking
the following questions: where did the knowledge come from? How had the founder
educated the second generation to take over the enterprise? How has the second
generation kept running the enterprise without losing its competitiveness? Why have
those pharmaceutical firms had not engaged into the biotech sector? Moreover, this
study will investigate those newly formed bio-pharmaceutical firms’ technological
networks, financial resources, their relationship with global Pharmas in order to
compare with those traditional family-owned firms. This research will select at least
two firms for depth case study in order to show the similarities and differences
between the two sectors of Taiwan’s pharmaceutical industry.

Keywords: Taiwan’s pharmaceutical industry, Bio-pharmaceutical industry,
Innovation, Small and Medium Enterprises, Business history
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一，參加會議經過

亞洲研究協會的年會今年在美國加州聖地牙哥的 Hyatt 飯店舉行，與往年一
樣，這大會匯集了亞洲研究領域在人文和社會科學的研究人才聚會，包括東亞、
東南亞、印度都包含在內。不過也因為中國的崛起，今年有關中國的研究特別多，
其中包括了大量的歷史研究，以及當今中國研究的重要議題，包括政治轉型，地
方治理，經濟轉型和環境議題。
我們政大團隊今年跟大會提的主題是中國環境治理，這也是我們國科會整合
型計畫的集體呈現，我們的論文被排在 Panel 371 是在最後一天的最後一場。今年
大會的工作上有很多錯誤，包括我們的 panel，我原是主持人也是發表人，但最後
只有出現了主持人，而沒有論文發表；而台大地理系的簡旭伸教授的名字也沒在
手冊裡。我因此做了一份文件讓大會的負責註冊的人員簽名，認可了新的論文發
表（見附件），我們也用這個新的論文次序在當天發表。很可惜我們團隊中一位
中國大陸的鄭寰因為簽證來不及而無法前來。
由於我們的議程排在最後一天，因此前兩天，我們就隨意的聽不同的場次，
也認識了一些中國研究的相關學者。聽取的場次包括了中國地方治理的場次，會
議學者來自日本、南韓和美國，而評論者則是 Susan Shirt。另外，也聽了有關東
南亞和東亞發展模式的場次，不過沒什麼新見解，我還提供了一些建議。此外，
我也去聽了一些有關中國貪污、地方社會抗議/不滿的場次，以及東南亞發展的場
次，以瞭解其發展的狀況。其餘的時間，則在書展會場看看，與不同學者聊天建
立學術網絡，最後則到聖地牙哥市區走走。
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在會場也見到了 UC Berkeley 的東亞研究所（IEAS）的葉文心主任，這個會
議裡，歷史學是顯學。而星期六晚上，UC Berkeley 東亞中心有接待的 party,我也
算是 IEAS 的所友，所以也去打招呼，見見老朋友，包括中國研究中心主任 Andrew
Jones, 中心副主任 Marty Blackstrom，還有我當訪問學者時的主任 T.J. Pempel，打
了很多的招呼和寒暄。有趣的是，Pempel 竟然知道政大這兩天成立了拉丁美洲研
究中心，他很高興知道這件事。我告訴他日本研究中心現今在日本政府支持下，
開始招收學生，他也蠻高興，下次有機會再來政大訪問。
我們的場次排在最後一天最後一場，我們很擔心沒有人會來聽，還好最後還
是有 18 人次來聽，在會場中一直都有 12 人上下。我這次除主持外，也發表了有
關中國南水北調的論文，主要論點在指出中國政府將水大量往北京移來使用，造
成很多治理上的衝突。其餘論文包括林義鈞有關國際社會運動與中國西南的水庫
建設，以及顏良恭老師有關森林治理的論文。討論還是蠻熱烈的，聽眾中有多位
德國來的學者，還有位寫南水北調的博士論文，所以問的問題非常內行，比我知
道的還多，我暑假還必須到北京做田野來補一些資料。
這次因為是學期中間，所以來去匆匆，總共才花了五天，兩天坐飛機，其餘
時間開會。當然收穫也很多，包括認識了些新的朋友，在議程中有很多有趣的論
文，未來可以為 Issues and Studies 拉稿，這也是我做為主編的責任，到處參加研
討會順便拉稿。
二，感想與建議：
這次會議又看到南韓政府和大學的企圖心。該會議應該得到 Korea Foundation
很多經費上的支持，大會的很多設備都由其支援。而該基金會也在星期六晚上，
設立 party 讓有意去南韓研究和學韓文的學者/學生，知道如何接觸相關管道。從
此就看到了我們政府和南韓政府的差別，我們的政府和各單位現今知會抱怨沒有
錢，卻不知如何把錢好好使用，來做學術外交。
此外，我也看到書展會場，有很多大陸的書局，南韓和香港大學出版社的擺
攤。我們台灣來的主要是國家圖書館，而台大出版社則依附在國家圖書館一起展
出。講到國際化，台灣各大學在這樣的國際大會上，是完全缺席的，不只比步上
香港、大陸，甚至南韓或馬來西亞，令人汗顏。國際化腳步那麼快，台灣的大學
進步真的很慢。希望有一天可以看到政大出版社在這樣的亞洲研究大會出現，宣
是我們的學術實力。
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Abstract
This paper uses Beijng and the South-North Water Transfer Project to illustrate
the processes of urbanization of water and its related scaler politics in China. During
the last few decades, rapid urbanization and industrialization in China has exacerbated
the exploitation and utilization of water resources from rural to urban areas in China.
Beijing, the capital city, as one of the most developed and crowded cities in China, has
massively expanded its urban areas in a very rapid manner. The Chinese state thus
intended to use the South-North Water Transfer Project, which is currently
under-construction to diverse water from the Yangtze River to northern China, in order
to feed the demand of water by Beijing city. However, since the launch of the project,
it has created widespread controversies, especially regarding the issues of conflict on
the right to use water resources between Beijing and other related provinces. This paper
is intended to demonstrate the deterritorialization and re-territorialization of water
politics in China as shown in Beijing and the South-North Water Transfer Project.

Keywords: Beijing, Water Politics, Urban Political Ecology, Scale Politics,
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1. Introduction
This paper discusses the issues regard how rapid industrialization and
urbanization generated high degreee of water consumption that, triggering by the
building of various water supply civil engineering, caused conflict/tension between
cities and rural areas as well as between central and local states. Our case is Beijing in
China and the big scale South–to-North Water Transfer Project that intends to channel
water from the South to feed the need of the North, especially Beijing.
Water is a necessity for human lives. Thus, all ancient civilizations had
historically flourished around rivers and major waterways; for example, Mesopotamia,
the so-called cradle of civilization, was situated between the major rivers
Tigris and Euphrates; the ancient society of the Egyptians depended entirely upon
the Nile; and Chinese civilization was generated from the Yellow River-shed. Even in
recent history, big cities were created in places where accessing rivers and water were
convinient for living and trade, such as New York, Shanghai, or London, etc. Taming
water in ancient worlds was regarded by empires as a sacred work for its utilization of
water and prevention of flood in order to survive from natural disasters. Indeed, as
Wittfogel (1957) argued, ancient empires such as China and India tended to develop
large scale and gigantic governmentdirected water works in order to govern water for
building political and economic order. By doing these hydrolic works, the ancient
empires developed sophiscated bureaucracies to rule the society which he called
hydrolic despotic regime.
Similar to ancient regimes that had to use state power to regulate or govern water
in order to prevent flood and to provide agricultural needs, states in capitalist world
also have to feed the increasing demand of water due to the development need of
industrialization and urbanization. In the process, the state thus tends to diverse water
from agraicutural need to feed urban industrial demand, channel water from rural to
urban areas, and build large and small dams to store water flowing from moutains to
meet the increasing consumption of water due to rapid industrialization and
urbanization. Indeed, governing water has become a similar ‘sacred’ work for the
contemporay state as its counterpart in anceint world (Swyngedouw, 2007).
Nevertheless, the state’s mission in diversification of water would create tension
7

between urban and rural areas as well as between central and local states which might
result in new type of governing or governance which this paper will be focusing on.
China has experienced very rapid economic development since it opened its door
to the world, with per capita gross domestic product increasing from less than US$ 100
in 1978 to over US$ 4000 in 2010 (National Bureau of Statistics, 2012) — an average
8 percent annual rate of growth over the three decades. One consequence of this growth,
together with its rapid industrialization in the coastal areas, is that Chinese living
standards have improved substantially. Accompanying with this achievement, however,
is a significant increase of the country’s total volume of water consumption. Between
1980 and 2010, total water use increased from 443.7 billion cubic meters to 602.2
billion cubic meters, with the increased water demand coming mostly from urban and
industrial sources (Ministry of Water Resources, 2011). This increase of water
consumption has led to significant water scarcity problems in China, which was shown
especially severe in the Northern part of China where the Capital city, Beijing, is
located.
Affected by the monsoon climate’s uneven rainfall distribution, almost 60% to
80% of rainfall is conentrated in four months, and most of the water resources are
concentrated in southern China. According to a national research on water distribution,
from 1956 to 1979, Southern part of China (refers to the south of the Yangtze River
Basin) accounted for 81% of the national total water resources, whereas the northen
part only accounted for 19%.

The situation has worsened from 1979 to 2005, the

southern part accounted for 84%, whereas the northen part only accounted for 16%
(Wang, 2010).
Beijing thus is located in the dry northern part of China where water resources are
relatively short of supply. The Chinese state has used many methods, including
building dams, channel water from nearby provinces to supply the demand of the city
since it established its rule in 1949 as we will discuss in details later. Nevertheless, in
the past 60 years, Beijing as one of the most developed and crowded cities in China has
expanded massively its urban areas in a very rapid manner, especially in the
post-reform era, which thus requested more and more water resource from its adjacent
rural areas to fulfill its needs. The neighboring Henan and Hebei provinces however in
8

fact have also suffered from similar drought climate and from rapid industrialization
and urbanization that resulted in rapid demand on water. As a consequence, the
Chinese state intended to use the South-North Water Transfer Project, which is
currently under-construction to diverse water from the Yangtze River to northern China,
in order to feed the demand of water by the north, especially to Beijing city.
The central state’s grant water diversification project from the south to the north
indeed is the result of the rapid urbanization and industrialization of the north in the
post-Maoist ear. The rationale of this project is based on feeding the continuous and
growing demand of the Beijing Municipality that in consequence would have to sacrify
the similar needs from agriculture sector and cities of the southern areas. How has the
Chinese state handled the disputes on water demands from related provinces, how has
Beijing city compansated those rural regions where water was diversified to feed its
need? Has China developed a new type of governance to solve the dispute of water
supply along the affected provices where the South-North water diversification project?
The questions of water disputes between central and local states, as well as
between urban and rural areas relate to water politics in which different level of states
intend to hold the right to use water within their geographic territory which results in
scalar conflict of water right. Nation state and local state define water right by different
geographic scale. Territorialization and re-territorialization of water thus inflict a new
wave of conflict of state power along with the water diversification project. This also
engenders a new possible mode of governance that is designed to solve the tension.
However, this paper will show that the new mode of governance, in which
compansation is used as one of the major strategies, in fact will only deteriorate the
environmental situation of the Beijing Municipality. The needed strategy that the
Chinese state and Beijing city has to take is to reduce the size of the city and
restructure the city’s industrial strucutre rather than depends heavily on water supply
from the southern areas.

2.

9

Urbanization of water and water politics

Water supply has been a part of state formation for most of the countries since
ancient time, in which the states used their power to control water in order to support
human lives and generate resources for economic development (Worster, 1985; Reisner,
1993; Wehr, 2004; Swyngedouw, 2007; Wester, 2008; Molle et al, 2009). In the
process of water control, the state gained and concentrated more power from the
society due to its incresing capacity in manipulating the flow of water.
The relationship between the state and its water control mechanisms formed the
fulcrum of Wittfogel’s (1957) inquiry into hydraulic societies. Wittfogel proposed that
the strong bureaucratic regimes of East Asian societies were rooted in their massive
irrigation works, which conditioned the rise of highly centralized and despotic regimes.
Water held such politically transformative power, Wittfogel claimed, because it lay
between two extremes of agricultural inputs: those resolutely invariable production
factors such as regional climatic conditions, and those more malleable characteristics
including aspects of vegetation and soil composition. Water, a production factor that
was, above all, “bulky”, thus created a “technical task which is solved either by mass
labor or not at all.” Therefore, Wittfogel’s central argument is that the capital
investment and labor coordination required for substantial water control demand the
rise of a strong and hierarchical power center which he called the ‘despotic’ states of
the Orient (Imlay and Carter, 2012).
Wittfogel’s thesis became the center of heated scholarly debates, especially the
linearity suggested by Wittfogel between irrigation development, state formation and
centralized power, and whether this evolution necessarily leads to a despotic state
(Steward, 1978; Bray, 1994). Given the hot debate, nonetheless, it is still evident that
there is a tendency of centralisation of state power in water control on the national
scale in recent history.
In adopting Wittfogel’s insights to the development of American West, Worster
(1992) categorized hydraulic societies into three broad groups, which also represent
successive stages of historical development: the local subsistence mode, the agrarian
state mode, and the capitalist state mode of production. Worster argues that during
modern times irrigation works have constructed a new type of hydraulic society. The
“capitalist state mode’ of production on water control is dominated by two powerful
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groups: wealthy agricultural capitalists and ‘water bureaucrats.” These rival yet
codependent camps, he suggests, compete for social power before the emergence of a
new hydraulic order in which their alliance was finally reached. Worster argues, the
control of water led to the emergence of a powerful elite that included scientists and
engineers who achieved sophisticated ability to manipulate the natural riverine
environment, an expertise that they are willingly to put to service for a even more
powerful authority (Worster, 1992).
The rise of city indicated the need of urban water for daily, sanitary and industrial
usages. In the development of urban history, water supply has been transformed from
mainly provided by private company for parts of the city to a sector of public utilities
to the whole city supported by national or municipal governments (Hassan, 1998).
Recently, in the post-Fordist era, the utility sectors has again become privatized in
which water not only has become a commodity for sale but also has become globalized
(Estache et al, 2001; Bakker, 2003, 2010). The globalization of water enhances this
privatization process initiating from developed then extending to developing countries,
through which global water companies helped states or local states in developing
countries to build and restructure the infrastructure, as well as in the end to gain profit
from manipulating water supply.
Urbanization of water involves however not only social, political and economic
processes, but also the interaction of social and nature. As Swyngedouw maintains,
2004:9), “Cities are dense networks of interwoven socio-spatial processes that are
simultaneously human, material, natural, discursive, cultural, and organic. The myriad
transformations and metabolisms that support and maintain urban life, such as water,
food, computers, and movies always involve infinitely interconnected environmental
and social processes.” Thus he suggests a political-ecological perspectives on water,
which presupposes that there is a close correlation between the transformations of the
hydrological cycle in the natural world and power relations in sociopolitical sphere. In
other words, “hydro-social research envisions the circulation of water as a combined
physical and social process, as a hybridized socio-natural flow that fuses together
nature and society in inseparable manners” (Swyngedouw, 2009:56).
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Urbanization of water thus envisions a perspective that looks at urban hydraulic
environments as socio-physical constructions in which urban water is organized
through a combination of social historical and metabolic-ecological processes. It is
because urban hydraulic environment is a social-physical construction, thus the
enhancement of water supply of one city may lead to the deterioration of other places’
physical condition and their people’s welfare. Therefore, urbanization of water is not
environmentally neutral, neither is it a neutral sociopolitical process. “All socio-spatial
processes are invariably also predicated upon the transformation or metabolism of
physical, chemical, or biological components” (Swyngedouw, 2004:23).
Indeed, in the capitalist world, water is channelled from rural areas to satisfy the
metabolic ecological environment of big cities. In the process, water is territorialized
and reterritorialized by various sociopolitical powers. The central state aims to
maintain water supply to feed the national needs, especially for big cities for
development purpose; while in doing so, it may deteriorate the water supply
sub-system of other regions. The provincial governments also intend to reserve
cross-provincial river’s water flow in order to feed the demands of city and industry
within their own territory. However, this would create tensions and conflicts with upand down-stream provinces along the river. Urbanization of water and the governance
of water thus is never a conflict neutral process, it is in fact a multi-scaled articulation
of institutions and actors with varying degrees of power conflict and negotiation. In the
process, water has been de-territorialized, reterrialized, and re-terrialized by various
levels of state power. We will use the above perspective to study Beijing and the
South–to-North Water Transfer Project.

3. Beijing’s water: historial legacies
Beijing, located in northern China, has been the political center of China for much of
the past seven centuries and is currently the capital of China. It is one of the
most populous cities in the world with the size of population in 2012 was over twenty
million. Beijing Municipality is surrounded by Hebei Province and connecting with
neighboring another big city, Tianjin Municipality, to the southeast. As the Capital
city, Beijing is the nation's political, cultural, financial and educational center. It is
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also home to the headquarters of most of China's largest state-owned companies, and
is a major hub for the national highway, railway, and high-speed rail networks.
Located in dry northern China, Beijing has two major rivers flowing through the
municipality, include the Yongding River and the Chaobai River, part of the Hai
River system, and flow in a southerly direction. Historically, these rivers were the
sources of major water supply to the city. However, along with the expansion of the
city, some hydraulic works had been done in the post-revolutionary era.
We may divide the history of Beijing’s water suuply into three periods: the first
period was the Beijing dominant era (1949-1970s), during which era the central state
built up Guanting and Miyung reservoirs to provide water not only to Beijing but also
other adjacent areas in Hebei province. But after 1980s, as economic reform launched,
local governments were competing for water resources. The central state at this stage
forbided two reservoirs from supplying water to adjacent areas of Hebei province and
serving only to Beijing’s needs. Finally, from the year of 2000 on, the central
government reopened the old South–to-North Water Transfer Project and tried to
transfer water from south to north in order to feed the colossal demands of water of
Beijing and Tianjin metropolitan areas. The new project creates serious governance
problems among regions and cities.
3.1 Beijing dominant era (1949-1970s)
In order to supply water to the growing population of Beijing City, the central
state built Guanting and Miyung reservoirs in 1950s to provide water for both Beijing
and its adjacent areas of Hebei province.

In the 1950s, Beijing had only 2 million

people with the majority of enterprises were handicraft households. Due to the
industrialized socialist plan, Beijing was requested to vigorously develop the industrial
sectors, especially the radio, cotton textile, machinery, chemicals, iron and steel,
building materials and other industrial projects. By 1979, Beijing became an industrial
city with output value of heavy industry composed up to 63.7% of its GDP, ranked
second only to Liaoning of the whole country of the composition.

The expansion of

the heavy industries thus required more water suppy and made the surface water almost
dry up, therefore the the Beijing municipal government had dug about 50,000 wells to
access groundwater.
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During this period, two of its neighboring provinces, Hebei and Shanxi had
provided Beijing with the needed water, even though they had suffered from severe
water shortage and environmental deterioration. In this stage, the central state had the
administrative power to determine the water supply national wide. Therefore, , in spite
of its own water shortage, Hebei has hardly obtained the appropriate financial return
for its sacrifice. In addition, besides water supply to Beijing, Hebei province also
restructed its industrial structure in order to conserve and supply clean water to Beijing.
In the early 1980s, Beijing had suffered three consecutive years of severe drought, the
central state again asked Hebei’s annual quota of water usage taken from the two
reservoirs to give up to Beijing for free so as to relieve the capital’s growing water
shortage (Jiang, 2009).
3.2 Local competition era (1980s-1990s)
Beijing’s drought in the early 1980s indicated that a new system had to be
established, because all other provinces and cities were also suffered from similar
severe condition. Even worse was that other’s sacrefice could not even feed Beijing’s
thirsty, because Beijing has been attracting more and more population from other
provinces to work and live in. The total population increased from around 10 millions
in 1991 to 15.86 million in 2006 (Beijing Statistic Bureau. 2007), which made it one of
the most crowded cities in China.
In 1983, the central state approved the “Beijing Urban Construction master plan",
which clarified that Beijing should be the political and cultural center of China, and
have to stop developing heavy industries. However, the pace of industrial development
in Beijing has not slowed down, but rather progressed significantly instead. In 1981,
the industrial output value of Beijing was RMB $23.82 billion; however in 2003, its
industrial output value rose to RMB $367.72 billion, almost 15 times. Although the
high-tech industry like electronic and information industry had a large proportion of
the industry in Beijing, but generally speaking, the existing industrial development was
still "heavy", instead of "light". For example, Beijing had the largest foundry industry
and TFT-LCD industry, both are heavy water users. The heavy industries made Beijing
become even more thirsty.
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However, the situation at this stage was different. In fact, the fragmented water
management structure in China has made the cost of coordination among different
authorities extremely expensive and highly inefficient, thus the whole country was
subject to unsustainable water use and worsening water pollution (Peng, 2012).(explain)
In addition, because of the economic reform had unleashed local government’s
economic motivation to develop the economy (Oi, 1995), now local government paid
much attention to the needed water to satisfy their basic demands for economic
development. A competitive stage for water emerged.
Figure 1. Chinese Water Management System
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Source: Peng, 2012
Indeed, in the 1980s, there was no law in China to govern water quantity
management along the major rivers, many government authorities could interfere water
management and no single government authority was directly responsible for water
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affairs. In 1988, the state promulgated the Water Act (SCNPC, 1988), which stipulated
that water resource authorities at various levels of governments were responsible for
water management. In order to stop water quality from deteriorating even further, the
State legislature amended the Water Pollution Act 1984 in 1996 (SCNPC, 1996;
hereafter the Water Pollution Amendment Act 1996). However, the laws only made the
situation worse because local authorities were still competing for water for economic
development, because the reward system induced local officials to endeavor to achieve
fast economic growth for the sake of their career during their tenures, even at the cost
of water pollution and competiton with other local authorities . This even led to a
situation where every provincial government along Yellow River had over withholding
the allocated water that led to the river dry up in the downstream provinces in the late
1990s.
The competition among Beijing and adjacent provinces had dried up the water
supply. In the late 1990s, Beijing faced drought again for seven consecutive years,
Miyun and Guanting reservoirs’ storage capacity had sharply shrunk. Meanwhile,
Beijing's underground water level continued to drop and the nearby neighborhood were
also not able to supply the needed water. Facing the challenges of satisfying the
growing urban water demands, Beijing has taken a number of measurements to
improve the situation. Since 1990s, the city has been implanting an industrial structural
adjustment project that intended to move polluted and high power and water
consuming industries out of the city and promote instead those high tech industries. To
avoid over use of water, the Beijing government also adjusted the water prices many
times (Banchongphanitha et al, 2008). For example, in Beijing, the price of running
water increased from RMB $0.80 in 1997 to RMB $3.70 per cubic metre in 2004 (Peng,
2012). Although the price level of water in Beijing was currently the highest among all
cities in China, water and sewerage in the city still remained subsidized, even in strictly
financial terms. It was because the water authorities, in their statutory nature, were
state-owned enterprises. Since the fiscal reform in the late 1980s, water charges had
been the major sources of revenue for water authorities. The fee charges were used for
paying salaries to the employees and for covering the costs of administration and
infrastructure maintenance. Like the situation in most state-owned enterprises in China,
overstaffing was common in water authorities. The responsibility to take care of
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retirees, housing and other welfare put further financial burdens on the authorities
(Wang, 2000). Therefore, in many water authorities, the revenue received from fee
charges was not even sufficient for covering salaries and day-to-day operational cost.
The fund left for infrastructure maintenance and rehabilitation was meager at best
(Yanga et al, 2003).
Therefore, for sovling the problem of water supply, the central state decided to
transfer water from distant Yangtze River to guarantee the water supply of Beijing.
This water transfer project is one part of the well-known “South-to-North Water
Transfer Project”, which started from 2002 and will last until 2050.
4,

Beijing and the “South-to-North Water Transfer Project”

The idea of “South-to-North Water Transfer Project” was inititated in the 1950s
by Mao Tse-Dong, but only until 2002, the overall plan of the project began to take
place. According to the project, there are three routes, including the Western route, the
Eastern route, and the Middle route through which Beijing will get water supply from
Yangtze River areas. The Middle Route starts at Danjiangkou reservoir on the Han
River, a major left-bank tributary of the middle Yangtse. The Danjiangkou dam was
built in 1974 that was 162 m hight, it would be raised up to 176.6 m hight in order to
raise its storage capacity.
The canal crosses the upper Huai River, goes to the Yellow River’s Xiaolangdi
Dam and then proceeds to Beijing along the foot of the Taihang Mountains. Its total
length is 1230 km, with a branch to Tianjin. Natural channels were rejected in favour
of a new canal to preserve water quality and command the full area by gravity. More
than a thousand structures include a 7.2 km long tunnel under the Yellow Riverbed are
planned to be constructed. The first stage will divert 9–13 km3/yr or 25–35% from Han
River flows at Danjiangkou, though the new heightened dam will also have important
flood and water control benefits for the downstream Han River areas and to the city of
Wuhan. The first stage of the construction costed some US$7000M, with a further
US$3000M in accessory costs, mainly for resettlement but also for Han River
replacement works (US Embassy, 2001; WWF, 2001).
Figure 2. South-to-North Water Transfer Project
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Sourece: The New York Times, 2007
For Beijing, it will receive "South Water "(南水, Nanshui) by three stages: the
first stage is to receive 300 million cubic meters of water from Hebei Province from
2008 to 2010; the second stage is from 2010 to 2020, to receive the diversed flow of
water from Danjiangkou reservoir of 10 billion cubic meters; the third stage is in 2020,
to receive 14 billion cubic meters of water, flow from the Danjiangkou Reservoir.
Through these large-scale water diversion project, the central state is not only trying to
solve the region's water shortage problem, but also hopes to restore the already
excessive use of groundwater level and to alleviate the ecological water environment.
However, this project also arise a lot of tension between Beijing with othe provience.

4.1. Beijing vs. Hebei: Urban vs Rural usages
What Beijing needs is not only "water" but "clean water"; therefore the
“South-to-North Water Transfer Project” is not just a water diversion project but is also
a task to prevent water from environmental pollution along the cannel. In fact, the
administration of Beijing includes several agricultural counties such as Miyun, Huairou
and Yanqing. To protect water quantity and quality supplied to the Beijing
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municipality, severe restrictions on chemical pesticide and other ecological harmful
farming techniques have been established for land and water uses in those counties. In
additon, in order to increase the net flow of water to the reservoir, the project also
requires that farming areas have to be reduced. Rural livelihoods are greatly affected.
Together with the forced cannel migrants, farmers become victims of this project.
Indeed, Beijing’s growing municipal water demand has greatly restructured
those neighboring counties’ agricultural sector, which also sparked a wave of
urban–rural water conflicts. In 2001, the government of Miyun county announced that
it would completely abandon growing cereals, and instead cultivating perennial fruit
trees. Moreover, a major shift in the county’s agricultural sector was a complete ban on
the use of chemical fertilizers within the next 5 years, in favor of organic fertilizers.
Miyun’s land conversion and organic programs were in line with a general
restructuring of Beijing’s agricultural policy, as announced in March 2001:
“Grain-growing areas would be reduced to save ground water, and more trees would be
planted. Animal breeding and ‘highly efficient’ agriculture with modern water-saving
irrigation methods would be developed.” It was predicted that water used in agriculture
would drop to 35% of the city’s water consumption in 2010, as compared to the level
of 43% in 1998. It is expected that the figure will continue to drop to 28–30% in 2020.
The county government also lay out compensation measurements to famers and
actively engaged in alternative economic development strategies, including funds for
cereal to fruit field conversion and organic programs (Peisert and Sternfeld, 2004).
However, it is not easy to carry out the above policy measurements.

On the one

hand, because rural agricultural sector has been the most impoverished sector and has
probably benefited least from recent economic growth in China. Therefore, shifting
water away from those already relatively disadvantaged sector has clear bad
implications for equity and, perhaps, social stability (Cai, 2008; Yang et al, 2003). On
the other hand, as Cai (2008) pointed out, there is a “dead lock” with agricultural water
management in China, which blocks effective agricultural water savings and smooth
water transfers. The dead lock exists with the following conflicts, which are
interrelated to each other: (1) farmers’ traditional cultivating methods are very water
wasting, even as they suffer from water shortage themselves and leave industrial and
municipal sectors thirsty; (2) to raise water fee is not applicable to famers, because
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farmers are not able and not willing to pay the high water fee to plant their already very
low-profits crops; (3) the national security policy on food self-sufficiency requires that
high crop yields nationally have to be maintained. Thus, even though there is a
growing requirements on water from non-agricultural sectors, agriculture irrigation still
has to be put in a priority position. Beijing’s needs on clean water from rural areas is
still in conflicting with rural agricultural farming and irrigation in the forseenable
future.
4.2. Beijing vs water-supply provinces:
The “South-North Water Transfer Project” also affects the economy of the
provicences located in the water supply area, incliding Henan, Hubei and Shaanxi. First,
the the expansion of the Danjiangkou Reservoir would flood even more farmland and
evacuate many farmers from their homeland. According to the plan, Henan and Hubei
provinces have to move out of a total of 33 million people from their home. Most of
them are farmers, and most of these farmers have to migrate to the neighboring
counties. Although these farmers in the relocation process can be partially compensated
(each person can get RMB $600 per year), and can be assigned to a small piece of
farmland in the new residential areas, they have lost local connections and have
difficulty to find job in the new residential areas, not to mention that the resettlement
costs are far more than that local governments have afforded. Second, the revenue of
local governments in the plan related areas also have been severely affected due to the
slowdown of the pace of economic development. It is because that the local
government one the one hand has lost of a lot of farm land to develop local agriculture,
and on the other hand are forbidden to promote industrial development which may
cause water contamination. As a result of both factors, the fiscal revenue of those
affected local governments are worsened. Third, similar impacts have affected the local
governments that have dam located in their territories. Not only because the reservoir is
difficult to withstand natural disasters due to severe climate change, but also because
the local governments have the financial difficulties to handle with the problem of
water pollution that have largely affected the water quality of the dam (Wu, 2009;
Yang, 2011).
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In fact, the affected provincial governments, sucha as Henan and Hubei, already
complained that the project has costed too much for their provinces, because the project
places too much financial burden on environmental protection at the expenses of their
local economic development. Especially that the closure of polluting enterprises
already reduced local governments’ fiscal income and those laid-off workers also
caused social problems.
For the closure of polluting plants, the relocation approaches adopted by local
governments can be divided into different types. For the high energy consumption,
low-tech enterprises, the government give a one-time monetary compensation to close
the plant; for those not in the above category, the plants can use government's monetary
compensation to reconstruct the plant elsewhere. As regard those public utilities,
including transportation, water, electricity, communications, local governments would
have to re-build the infrastructure.
For the relocation of affected rural migrants, although the costs will be paid by
“Central Line Water Diversion Company“, local governments still have to pay the
administrative expenses. Therefore, local governments in water-supply area always ask
more financial subsidies from the state-run company. According to local immigration
authorities, an immigrant’ relocation probably needs to spend RMB $70,000, including
resettlement housing, infrastructure and transportation. Although the central state (the
company) has transferred monetary payments each year to local governments, the latter
still faced the double burden- increase of administrative expenditure and reduction of
income simultaneously. In the four related provinces, Hubei and Henan hope to get
more financial subsidies that creates tension between Beijing and those provinces.
Besides

affecting

the

water

supply

area,

the

construction

of

the

South-to-North Water Transfer Project will also totally change the water flow and
ecology of the downstream of Han River in central China. For the Han River, the
construction of the new cannel will bring negative economic and ecological impact
such as: (1) decrease of water flow, which will reduce the efficiency of the ship; (2)
damage the irrigation districts of the Han River; (3) increase the possiblity of pollution
due to the decrease of water flows of Han River

(Wu, 2009; Yang, 2011; Cheng,

2011). Although the downstream areas of Han River provinces will be largely affected
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by the construction of the project, they are not allegible to receive any financial
compensation from the central state or the Beijing Municipal Government for their loss.
This also create tensions between Beijing and Hubei province.
In sum, although the South-to-North Water Transfer Project might solve the
problem of water shortage in Beijing, it has led to tensions between Beijing and other
provinces on holding water resources and the right to use water.
4.3. A new governance mechanism is emerging?
Due to the escalting of tension and conflict on water resources, the central state
tries to build up a new governance mechanism, politically and economically to reduce
the tension on the above issues.
Figure 3. The governance mechanism of the South-North Water Transfer Project

Source: Made by the authors
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Politically, the State Council set up the Water Diversion Project Construction
Committee Office in 2003, to be responsible for the administration of the projects in
the process of the construction of the South-to-North Water Diversion Project. From
the structure of the composition of the Committee, the Director of the Office was the
Deputy Prime Minister of the State Council, and other members included the director
of the National Development and Reform Commission, the Minister of the relevant
ministries, the governors of the People's Bank and the Development Bank, and also the
relevant provinces governors. The main duties of this office included, (1) to do related
research policies in order to draft relevant laws and regulations; (2) to be responsible
for the supervision and control of the total investment of the project; (3) to be
responsible for the coordination, implementation and supervision of the construction
funds; (4) to involve into the coordination of the issues regarding immigration,
environmental protection and ecological construction of the project; (5) to be
responsible for cooperation and exchanges with foreign government agencies, and
international organizations. According to the above duties, this office has set up six
units, including the General Affairs Department, Secretary for the investment plan, the
Secretary of Economy and Finance, Construction Management Division, Environment
and Migration Department Oversight Division, as well as the party organs. Finally, at
the local government level, a local Project Construction Committee was set up to
coordinate local projects (China South-to-North Water Diversion Project Construction
Yearbook Compilation Committee, 2010).
The central state also established a “Water Transfer Company” (調水公司) in
order to solve the problems of project financing, which requested each water-reciving
province and municiple city invest in proportion equivalent to the amount of the water
they want to transfer. Take the “Central Line Water Transfer Company” as example, as
a state-owned company, its total capital is divided and shared by the central and local
governments, including Hubei, Henan, Hebei, Tianjin, Beijing. By the end of 2009,
Beijing already invested RMB $4.07 billion to the transfer project, Tianjin invested
RMB $886.5 million, Hebei invested RMB $ 499.1 million, and Henan has invested
RMB $542.5 million (China South-to-North Water Diversion Project Construction
Yearbook Compilation Committee, 2010). According to the plan, the Water Transfer
Company is responsible for the main project’s financing, construction, operation,
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management, and repayment. In addition to the Water Transfer Company, there are
also provincial and municipal water companies (水務公司) who buy the water from
the water transfer company and sell it to the citizen. On the other side, the Water
transfer Company would buy water from the Water Resources Company (水源公司)
which set up by the central government and cooperate with the local governments in
water-supply areas to manage and protect the water resourses (Yang, 2011).
There are also mechanisms that the central state try to offer ecological
compensation to those affected water supply areas:

the first one is that the

water-reciving areas should help the water-supply areas to solve its economic problem;
and the second one is the market-oriented compensation. In the former case, the central
state asks the water-reciving areas donate money directly to the water-supply area for
economic compansation. For example, in 2012, the Beijing Municipal Government
provided as high as RMB$ 50 million funding to Henan Provincial Government as a
compensation (Jia, 2011; Kim, 2012). Furthermore, the Beijing Municipal Government
also signed cooperation agreement with Henan Provincial Government and promised
that it would invest as high as RMB$120 billion in Henan’s agriculture and tourist
insudtry (Li, 2013; Liu, 2013). As regarding the so-called market compensation
mechanism, it is done by the adjustment of water price. Through which, the water
resource company in each province receives fundings from the water transfer company
as to invest more money into the water resource protection works. The above
approaches have been developing to ease the tension between Beijing and the water
supply provinces in which the central state plays an important role in the negotiation
process. Nonetheless, all the processes that have been gone through are directing
waters to the needs of Beijing municipality.
5. Conclusion
This paper uses Beijng and the South-to-North Water Transfer Project to illustrate
the processes of urbanization of water and its related scaler politics in China. As we
have seen that the expansion of Beijing in the water-scarce north created a severe
environmental issue on water usage. Beijing in the initial stage of post-revolution era
was to use rural water and to build dam to share water with its adjacent areas. However,
as local states were competing among themselves economically, water supply then
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became a seriously conflicting issues among Beijing and related provinces. Finally, the
central state decided to transfer water from the south in order to feed the urban and
industrial need of Beijing and Tianjin. This however still creates series of multi-scaler
conflicts which later induced the central state to involve in establishing a new
governance mechism to solve the tension.

This involved that the central state not only

established a new mode of water regulation to monitor the construction process, but it
also created water companies which brought related stakeholders to work together to
encounter emerging problems.
However, this paper argues that the South-to-North Water Transfer Project in fact
has strengthened the Beijing-centered central-peripheral relation. The central state’s
project has put Beijing in the center to regualtion national water. In the process,
however, Beijing continued to put forward to pursue unlimited economic development
strategy (including high water consumption sectors, such as semiconductor foundry,
ski slopes, SPA) without even taking serious policies to reduce water consumption.
What Beijing city has done has been to sign monetary compensation agreements with
those water supply proviences (including budget subsidies, economic and investment
cooperation) with little effort to reduce its level of water consumption. Such an
“artificial water-shed” based on the South-to-North Water Transfer Project in fact is to
strengthen the injustice distribution of natural resources between Beijing and other
inland areas.
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